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INTRODUCTION 
Structurable algebras were introduced by B. N. Allison in [ 11, where, as 
the main result, a line classification theorem for central simple linite-dimen- 
sional structurable algebras over any field of characteristic zero is proved 
(see also [45]). Structurable algebras are defined as unital nonassociative 
algebras with (linear) involution satisfying a concrete identity of degree 4 
involving the given involution. Perhaps the original interest in such 
algebras stems from the fact that, in the finite-dimensional case, they give 
by mean of an extended Tits-Koecher construction, all the isotropic simple 
finite-dimensional Lie algebras [2]. Now the reader might suspect that 
structurable algebras.are close to the Jordan algebras. In fact, structurable 
algebras contain all Jordan algebras with the identity operator as involu- 
tion, alternative algebras with any involution, algebras constructed from an 
[involutive associative algebra]-valued hermitian form in such a way that 
generalize the quadratic Jordan algebras of a bilinear form, and some other 
more sophisticated algebras which the reader can see by reading this paper. 
The theory of structurable algebras has been developed in several direc- 
tions [l-9, 39-421. Of particular relevance to this paper is the result by 
R. D. Schafer in [39] which reduces the study of semisimple linite-dimen- 
sional structurable algebras to the case of finite-dimensional structurable 
algebras which are simple with respect to the involution. With the above 
mentioned Allison-Smirnov theorem, Schafer’s result gives a complete 
structure theory for semisimple finite-dimensional structurable algebras. 
A long time before the appearance of structurable algebras, W. Ambrose 
introduced in [lo] particular types of complex Banach algebras called 
associative H*-algebras and, under the assumption of zero annihilator, 
obtained for these algebras a complete structure theory. Ambrose’s work 
became a classical topic in the general theory of Banach algebras and 
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therefore it is contained in most of the books on Banach algebras. With 
more or less success, Ambrose’s theory has been extended to the more 
familiar classes of nonassociative algebras, such as Lie [ 19. 43, 443, Jordan 
[49, 50, 211, alternative [33], noncommutative Jordan [21], and Malcev 
algebras [ 13) (in the case of Lie H*-algebras there are, in addition to the 
above cited works, a large number of papers, mainly by V. K. Balachan- 
dran and P. de la Harpe, for which we refer to [25, Refs. therein]). Also the 
general theory of nonassociative H*-algebras has been successfuly explored 
[20, 211. 
Once a familiar class of algebras has been fixed, the total description of 
the (complex) H*-algebras with zero annihilator in the given class 
constitutes an irresistible challenge for the H*-algebraist. In this paper we 
accept this challenge when the given class is the one of structurable 
algebras, and we think it has been successfully overcome. 
Certainly not without effort, we prove (Theorem 4.6) that semisimple 
finite-dimensional complex structurable algebras and finite-dimensional 
structurable H*-algebras with zero annihilator are the same, so our goal of 
describing all the (not necessarily finite-dimensional) structurable 
H*-algebras with zero annihilator, when achieved, will become a coherent 
infinite-dimensional extension of the above cited Allison-Schafer structure 
theory. 
Since the assumption of existence of a unit is too severe an assumption 
in H*-algebra theory (an associative H*-algebra with unit is always finite- 
dimensional), by using an equivalent formulation of the original definition 
of structurable algebra [ 1, Theorem 131, we take a concept of structurable 
algebra (Definition 1.1) which does not assume the existence of a unit and 
agrees with the original one if a unit exists. Moreover the original and new 
concepts agree in the semisimple finite-dimensional case (Theorem 4.1). 
Using the main results in [20,21], we show in the first section of 
the paper how the knowledge of structurable If*-algebras with zero 
annihilator can be reduced to the description of those structurable 
H*-algebras which are topologically simple (without reference to the 
involution) and whose involution is a “*-involution”. Perhaps the reduction 
of an arbitrary involution to a *-involution is the nicest result in this 
respect. 
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted mainly to developing two precise methods 
of construction of topologically simple structurable H*-algebras whose 
involution is a *-involution. Some Jordan H*-algebras with unit, called 
Springer I-Z*-algebras and described in Theorem 2.8, are introduced in 
Section 2, and such a Springer H*-algebra gives, via a transparent matricial 
method collected in Theorem 2.2, a simple structurable H*-algebra whose 
involution is a *-involution. The algebraic part of this construction is 
inspired by [ 1, Example (v), p. 1481 and [47,48]. 
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Before the appearance of structurable algebras, P. P. Saworotnow [35] 
introduced Hilbert modules over associative H*-algebras with zero 
annihilator, which have been also studied in [ 16, 17, 23,461. In Section 3 
we introduce Hilbert modules of a particular type, called involutive Hilbert 
modules. From a given involutive Hilbert module over a topologically 
simple (with respect to the involution) associative H*-algebra with 
isometric involution, we construct in Theorem 3.3 a topologically simple 
structurable H*-algebra whose involution is a *-involution. Also the 
involutive Hilbert modules parametrizing this construction are thoroughly 
described in Theorem 3.10. Our construction is the H*-algebra analogue of 
the one in [ 1, Example (iii), p. 1471. However, our description of the 
parametrizing Hilbert modules is new and is proved here with some effort 
using Smith’s work [46]. 
The structurable H*-algebras obtained from the two above construc- 
tions, together with all the topologically simple Jordan H*-algebras with 
the identity operator as involution, all topologically simple alternative 
H*-algebras with any *-involution, M2 (C) @ CD and 0 @ 0 with natural 
H*-algebra structure and involution the tensor product of Cayley involu- 
tions, and a 355dimensional simple structurable algebra recently discovered 
by 0. N. Smirnov [45] with suitable H*-algebra structure, are the only 
topologically simple structurable H*-algebras whose involution is a 
*-involution. This is the content of the main result of the paper 
(Theorem 5.1). Since topologicaily simple Jordan H*-algebras and 
topologically simple alternative H*-algebras with *-involution are well 
known (see Concluding Remarks 5.2), the purpose in the paper is achieved. 
The development of our theory for structurable H*-algebras uses, among 
others, the main results in many and very different papers, namely [ 1, 10, 
13, 20, 21, 23, 29, 35, 39, 46481, some of them under a reading more 
general than the original one. This can make the reading of the paper 
harder than desired by the authors. The authors have made a great effort 
to combine clearness and precision in the statements and proofs with 
succintness in the writing of the paper. 
1. H*-ALGEBRAS WITH LINEAR INVOLUTION 
Throughout this paper the word algebra will mean nonassociative com- 
plex algebra. A (linear) involution on an algebra A will be a linear mapping 
T from A into A such that T' = 1 and r(xy) = s(y) T(X) for all x, y in A. 
When the couple (A, T) is given, we denote by 
H:= {x~/f :,(X)=X} (the set of t-hermitian elements) 
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and by 
s:= {XEA :s(x)= -x) (the set of T-skew-hermitian elements). 
H and S are linear subspaces of A with A = H@ S. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A structurable algebra is a couple (A, 5) as above 
satisfying 
(i) (s,x,y)= -(x,s,)~)=(~,f(,.s) 
(ii) (a, b,c)-(~,a, bj=(b,a, c)-(c, b,a) 
(iii) f[ [a’, a], b] = (b, a’, a) - (6, a, a’) 
for all X, y in A, s in S, and a, b, c in H. Here ( . , . , . ) (resp.: [ . , . 1) 
denotes the associator (resp.: the commutator) on A. 
The original definition of structurable algebras by B. N. Allison [ 1, 
p. 1353 assumes that A has a unit, and in this case is equivalent to our 
definition [ 1, Theorem 133 (as remarked in [8, Introduction], the environ- 
mental assumption in [1] that A is finite-dimensional is not used through 
the first four sections, including [ 1, Theorem 133). In general, one can see 
easily that (A, T) is a structurable algebra in the sense of our definition if 
and only if the unitization of A, with the unique involution which extends 
T, is a structurable algebra in the original sense of B. N. Allison. The easiest 
examples of structurable algebras are alternative algebras with any involu- 
tion and Jordan algebras with the identity operator as involution. Other 
more sophisticated examples can be seen in [ 1, Sect. 81. 
In this paper we deal with structurable algebras (A, T) for which A is an 
H*-algebra. We recall that an H*-algebra is an algebra A with a conjugate- 
linear mapping x +x* from A into A (called the H*-algebra involution of 
A) and a complete inner product (./.) satisfying x** =x, (xy)* =y*x*, 
and (x~/z) = (x/zy*) = (y/x*z) for all x, 1; z in A. The fundamental papers 
on (general nonassociative) H*-algebras are [20, 211. We recall that the 
product of any H*-algebra A is continuous for the topology of the Hilbert 
norm x -+ 11 XII := m [21, Proposition 2(i)], and that, if A has zero 
annihilator (x E A, xA = Ax = 0 ax = 0), the topology of the Hilbert norm 
is the only complete normable topology on A which makes continuous the 
product of A [34, Remark 2.8(i)]. As a consequence, isomorphisms and 
antiisomorphisms between H*-algebras with zero annihilator are automati- 
cally continuous and, in particular, involutions on an H*-algebra with zero 
annihilator are continuous. 
The aim of this section is to develop a theory for H*-algebras with 
involution (A, T) (in particular, for structurable H*-algebras) which allows 
us to reduce the study of such algebras to the case in which A is topologi- 
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tally simple (nonzero product and no nonzero proper closed ideals) and t 
is a *-inuolution (T(x*) = (r(x))* for all x in A). Our first result obtains a 
reduction to the case of (A, r) being topologically r-simple, namely: A has 
nonzero product and has no nonzero proper r-invariant closed ideals. In 
the particular case of structurable H*-algebras this result is an infinite- 
dimensional extension of [39, Theorem 73. 
By a uniform family of H*-algebras we mean a family {Al >A E,, of 
H*-algebras such that there are nonnegative real numbers M, N satisfying 
II x1 Yi II s M II x1 II II YA II and 
for all A in A and all x1, yi in A, (note that the second inequality is always 
true, with N= 1, if A, has zero annihilator for all I in A [21, Proposi- 
tion2(ix)]). These two conditions on the family of H*-algebras {A,},,, 
are enough to define pointwise a structure of H*-algebra in the Hilbert 
space /*-sum of the family of Hilbert spaces {H, } rlE ,, , where H, denotes 
the Hilbert space of Al. If in addition TV is an involution on A2 and there 
is a nonnegative real number P such that 
II TA(X1 III G p II -XA II
for all I in A and all x1 in Ai, then we say that {(A,, z,)},,, is a uniform 
family of He-algebras with involution and the I*-sum of {A,} is now in a 
natural way a new H*-algebra with involution. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (A, T) be an H*-algebra with involution, and assume 
that A has zero annihilator. Then (A, T) is the l*-sum of a suitable uniform 
family of H*-algebras with involution {(A,, TV)},,,, such that (A,, TV) is 
topologically T,-simple for all 2 in A [clearly (A, T) is structurable if and 
only if (A,, TJ is structurable for all A in A]. 
Proof By [21, Proposition 2(v)] every closed ideal of A is *-invariant 
so a new H*-algebra and, if (B, }lE ,, denotes the family of all minimal 
closed ideals of A, then A is the l*-sum of the (automatically uniform) 
family of H *-algebras {B, } A E ,, [21, Theorem l] (see also [22, 
Theorem 151). Since T is a continuous antiautomorphism of A, for each I 
in A there is 1’ in ,4 such that s(Bj.) = B,., so either A= A’ or B, and B,. 
are mutually orthogonal, and so in any case B, + B,. is a minimal 
r-invariant closed ideal of A. Now consider in A the equivalence 
2=uoB,+BA,=B,+B,, and, for A in the new A, write A,:= B,+B,, 
and define TV on Al by the action of T on Ai. It is routine that {(A,, ti)} 
is a uniform family of H*-algebras with involution satisfying the 
requirements in the statement of the theorem. 
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By noting that every topologically r-simple H*-algebra with involution 
t has zero annihilator, our following result (perhaps the nicest one in this 
section) reduces the study of the topologically r-simple structurable 
H*-algebras (A, T) to the case in which T is a *-involution. Note that, if T 
is any involution on an algebra A and if 4 is any automorphism of A, then 
cjrc+- ’ is a new involution on A and 4: (A, T) + (A, 4~4~' ) is an 
isomorphism of algebras with involution. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let (A, T) be an H*-algebra with inoolution, and assume 
that A has zero annihilator. Then there are a *-involution f on A and an 
automorphism 4 of A such that T = dS4 -’ [clearly (A, T) is structurable if 
and only if (A, f) is also]. 
ProojI By regarding T as an isomorphism from A onto the H*-algebra 
obtained by reversion of the product of A and applying [20, Theorem 3.31, 
there are a unique r^ *-antiautomorphism of A and a unique automorphism 
II/ of A such that T = ?tj, ($ ~’ )* = $, and sp($) c [Wf (where for a mapping 
F: A + A, F* denotes the mapping from A into A defined by F*(x) = 
(F(x*))* for all x in A). Since T=T-‘, we have T=$--‘-‘= 
f~‘(r^~-l~’ ), and clearly ?-’ is a *-antiautomorphism of A and ?ll/ ~ ‘f ~ ’ 
is an automorphism of A with the same properties that $. From the 
uniqueness of the decomposition for T we obtain r^ = 5^ -’ (so E is actually 
a *-involution on A) and I++ ‘f = ?$. Now it is clear that sp($) = sp(1+9 ’ )
and that the equality R(Il/ -I)? = r^R(II/) holds for every rational function R 
with poles outside sp($). Therefore, by Runge’s theorem and [ 11, 
Lemma 7.2 and Theorem 7.4(iii)], for every holomorphic function fin an 
open subset D of @ containing sp( Ic/) we have f (t,b - ') r^ = if (+) (here f (I(/) 
and f (+ -’ ) are in the sense of the holomorphic functional calculus in the 
Banach algebra BL(A) of all bounded linear operators on A). Taking in 
particular D = @\rW; and f the principal determination of the square root 
in D, and writing 4: = f (II/), we have 4 ~‘S = ?d (perhaps use [ 11, 
Theorem 7.61). Therefore 
and 4 is an automorphism of A (see, for example, [20, Corollary 2.41). 
Remark 1.4. Given an H*-algebra with *-involution (A, Q), call a 
“deformation” of (A, ?) any H*-algebra with involution of the form 
(A, &-‘) for suitable automorphism 4 of A. The above theorem says 
that, under assumption of zero annihilator, all H*-algebras with involution 
are deformations of H*-algebras with *-involution and in this procedure 
the fact of the algebra being either structurable or topologically simple with 
respect to the involution is preserved (recall the automatic continuity of 
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automorphisms of H*-algebras with zero annihilator). The proof of the 
theorem also shows that one may consider only particular deformations, 
namely, those associated to automorphisms 4 such that (b-l)* =b, 
SP(4)C [WC, and 4 -I? = r^& By using [20, Corollary 2.31 and arguments 
close to the ones in the proof, the 6s as above are in a one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the continuous derivations D such that D* = -D and 
Df= -z^D. 
If A is a topologically simple H*-algebra, then, for any involution T on 
A, (A, t) is a topologically r-simple H*-algebra with involution. Our next 
result, together with Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, reduces as desired the study of 
the structurable H*-algebras with zero annihilator (A, T) to the case in 
which A is topologically simple and T is a *-involution. 
If B is any topologically simple H*-algebra and 1 is a positive number, 
then Bx B” (where B” denotes the opposite algebra of B) with inner 
product ((x, y)/(z, t)) : = (x/z) + A(y/t), H*-algebra involution (x, JI)* := 
(x*, J*), and involution T(X, 11) := (J?, x) is a topologically T-Simple 
H*-algebra with *-involution T (denoted B(1)). If one forgets the involution 
T, clearly B(A) is not topologically simple. There are no other examples 
of nontopologically-simple topologically r-simple H*-algebras with 
*-involution T, as the following shows. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let (A, T) be a topologically z-simple H*-algebra with 
*-involution and assume that A is not topologically simple. Then there are a 
topologically simple H*-algebra B and a positive number 2 such that 
(A, T) = B(1). [Moreover (A, T) is structurable if and only if B is alternative.] 
Proof: Since A is not topologically simple, there is a nonzero proper 
closed ideal B of A. Since (A, T) is topologically r-simple, we have Bn 
r(B) =O, so B and t(B) are mutually orthogonal [21, Proposition 2 (vii)], 
and so A = B 0 t(B) because B @ r(B) is a nonzero closed T-invariant 
ideal of A. Now, from the fact that B is an arbitrary nonzero proper closed 
ideal of A, it follows easily that B and T(B) are the only nonzero proper 
closed ideals of A and, as a consequence, that B is a topologically simple 
H*-algebra. The mapping x + T(X) from B onto r(B) is a *-antiisomorphism, 
so by [ 14, Lemma 21 there is a positive number A such that (T(x)/T(~)) = 
1(x/y) for all X, y in B. Now the mapping (x, t,) -, x+ s(y) is a total 
isomorphism (isometric *-isomorphism preserving involutions) from B(I) 
onto A. Finally (A, T) is structurable if and only if B x B” with the inter- 
change involution is structurable, which is clearly true if B is alternative. 
Conversely, if B x B” is structurable for the interchange involution, then B 
is alternative because B x B” has many skew-hermitian elements and the 
identity (i) in the definition of structurable algebras applies successfully. 
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Remark 1.6. Concerning the application of the above theorem to struc- 
turable algebras, it should be noted that topologically simple alternative 
H*-algebras are well known [33, Theorem 5.101. They are either 
associative (so the H*-algebras of all HilberttSchmidt operators on any 
complex Hilbert space [lo, Theorem 4.31) or the algebra CD of complex 
octonions with suitable (essentially unique [20] ) H*-algebra structure. 
Now that the main purpose in this section has been achieved, we include 
here some results on involutions on topologically simple H*-algebras 
which will be useful later. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Every isometric involution on an H*-algebra with zero 
annihilator is a *-involution, and the converse is true if the H*-algebra is 
actually topologically simple. 
Proof: Let T be an isometric involution on an H*-algebra A with zero 
annihilator. For any x, y, z in A we have 
(XJ'/i) = (x/zy*) = (~(x)/T(iy*)) = (5(x)/5()'*) T(Z)) 
= (T*(JI) T(x)/T(z)) = (T[T*(J') T(x)]/z) = (xTT*(Y)/z). 
Therefore xy = XTT*(Y) for all X, y in A and analogously yx = TT*( y) X, so 
y-TT*(y)=o f or all y in A because A has zero annihilator. Thus 
T*=T-‘= T and 5 is a *-involution, as desired. For the converse part of 
the statement see [14, Lemma 21. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let (A,, TV ) and (A,, TV) be H*-algebras with 
*-involution and assume that A, and A, are topologically simple. Then, if 
(A,, T,) and (A,, TV) are isomorphic as algebras with involutions, they are 
also (up to a positive multiple of the inner product) totally isomorphic as 
He-algebras with involution. 
Proof Let F be an isomorphism from A, onto A, such that FT, = T* F. 
By [20, Theorem 3.31, F can be written in a unique way as F= Gq5 with G 
a *-isomorphism from A, onto A2 and rj an automorphism of A, satisfying 
(4-‘)*=4 and sp(qS)c,+. Now we have F=T,FT,=z~Gc~T~= 
(T,GT,)(T~~T,), and T,GT, is a *-isomorphism from A, onto A, and t, QT, 
is an automorphism of A, with the same properties as 4. By the uniqueness 
of the decomposition for F, we obtain Gt, = TUG, so G is a *-isomorphism 
from A, onto A, preserving involutions. Finally (up to a positive multiple 
of the inner products) G is an isometry by [20, Corollary 3.51. 
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Following [ 1, Sect. 63, an invariant form on an algebra with involution 
(A, r) is a symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on A satisfying (t(~), r(y)) = 
(x, y) and (zx, y) = (x, T(Z) y) for all x, y, z in A. The existence of 
nondegenerate invariant forms on algebras with involutions becomes a 
powerful tool in the study of these algebras. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let (A, T) be an H*-algebra with involution and 
assume that A is topologically simple. Then the mapping (x, y) + (r(x)/y* ) 
is a nondegenerate continuous invariant form on (A, T), and every continuous 
invariant form on (A, T) is a scalar multiple of the above one. 
Pro05 Write (x, y) := (r(x)/y*) for all X, y in A. Clearly ( , ) is a 
nondegenerate continuous bilinear form on A. By [ 14, Lemma 21 we have 
(t(x)/y*)= (x/~(y)*). Since the H*-algebra involution of A is isometric 
[2l, Proposition 2 (ix)] we have also (X/T()))*) = (t(y)/x*). Therefore 
( , ) is symmetric. The definition of ( , ) and the last equality show that 
(T(X), T(J))) = (X, J’). AlSO (X, T(Z) J’) = (T(X)/J’*T(Z)*) = (T(X) T(Z)/,‘*) = 
(s(zx)/y*) = (ZX, y), which concludes the proof that ( , ) is an invariant 
form on (A, T). Now let ( , )’ any continuous invariant form on (A, T). 
Then the mapping (x, y) + (x, y* )’ is a continuous sesquilinear form on 
the Hilbert space of A, so by Riesz-Frtchet representation theorem there 
is a bounded linear operator F on A such that (x, y* )‘= (F(x)/y) for all 
X, y in A. The condition (Z-Y, y )’ = (x, T(Z) y )’ reads now as (F(zx)/y*) = 
(F(x)/y*~(z)*) (= (F(x) T(z)/Y*)), so F(zx) = F(x) T(Z), and so (TF)(zx) = 
z( rF)(x). Analogously, from the condition (XZ, y)’ = (x, yz(z))’ 
[ 1, p. 1441, we obtain (TF)(xz) = (TF)(x) 2. Therefore TF is a centralizer on 
A, so rF=Al for suitable I in C [20, Theorem 1.23, and so (?c,y)‘= 
(F(x)/y*) = A(~(x)/y*) = n(.u, y), as required. 
Remark 1.10. From the main results in this section and the above 
proposition it follows that, under assumption of zero annihilator, every 
H*-algebra with involution has a nondegenerate invariant form. As a 
consequence, for such an H*-algebra, condition (i) in Definition 1.1 implies 
condition (ii) (see [l, p. 144, Remark (iii)]). 
At this time, except for topologically simple Jordan H*-algebras with the 
identity operator as involution, topologically simple alternative 
H*-algebras with any *-involution, and the algebras M,(C) 0 0 and 
CD 0 0 with involution the tensor product of Cayley involutions [ 1, p. 147, 
Example (iv)] and natural H*-algebra structure, no other examples 
of structurable H*-algebras (A, T) with A topologically simple and T a 
*-involution are known. The rest of the paper is devoted to precisely 
describing new examples of such algebras and to proving that these last 
together with the first ones are the only possible examples. 
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2. SPRINGER H*-ALGEBRAS AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURABLE H*-ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A Springer H*-algebra is a commutative H*-algebra A 
with unit e of norm d’3 satisfying Q(s’) = Q(.Y)’ whenever I is in A with 
(x/e) = 0, where Q(x) : = ~(x,!s* ) for all .Y in A. 
The aim of this section is to determine all Springer H*-algebras and to 
prove the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a Springer H*-algebra and, for s, y in A, define 
xxy:=2xy-(x/e)J-(~*/e).u-(x/y*)e+(x/e)(y/e)e. 
Then the vector space 
inner product 
H*-algebra involution 
(;, -;)*:= (f* J;) 
and involution 
is a structurable simple H*-algebra whose involution is a *-involution. 
We will arrive at a proof of the theorem along the lines of some 
arguments by T. A. Springer [47, 481 and B. N. Allison [l] on finite- 
dimensional algebras, once some (few) remarks are made in order to avoid 
finite-dimensionality, and some changes of constants are introduced in the 
notation of [48] in order to be consistent with the notation in [l] (see 
also [ 301). 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A Springer algebra is a commutative (as always in the 
paper, complex) algebra A with unit e, provided with a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form ( , ) : A x A -+ @ satisfying the three axioms, 
(1) (xy, z) = (x, JJZ) for all X, y, z in A 
(2) Q(x’) = Q(x)’ whenever x is in A with (x, e) = 0 
(3) ew=E 
where Q(x) : = f(~, X) for all x in A. 
Remark 2.4. Let A be a Springer H*-algebra in the sense of Defini- 
tion 2.1 and, for x, y in A, write (x, y) : = (x/v*). Then ( , ) is a non- 
degenerate bilinear form on A clearly satisfying the axioms (2) and (3) in 
the above definition. The existence of a unit in A implies that A has zero 
annihilator, so the H*-algebra involution of A is isometric [21, Proposi- 
tion 2(ix)], and so ( , ) is symmetric. On the other hand, axiom 1) is 
a rereading of the axiom (qj/z)= (x/zy*) for H*-algebras. Therefore 
(A, ( , )) is a Springer algebra in the sense of the above definition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a Springer algebra. Then: 
(i ) A is a Jordan algebra. 
(ii) For every x in A we have 
x3-T,(x)x’+S,(x)x-N,(x)e=O, 
where 
and 
T,(x) : = (x, e), S,(x) := i(x, e)‘- Q(x) 
N,(x) := i(x, e)3 - Q(x)(x, e) + 4(x’, x) 
(iii) If, for x and y in A, we write 
xxy:= 2xy-(x,e)y-(y,e)x-(x,y)e+(x,e)(y,e)e, 
then N,(x, y, z) = (x, y x z) for all x, y, z in A (where N, is rhe onfy 
symmetric trilinear form on A such that N,(x) = iN,(x, x, x) for all x in A) 
and (x”)” = N,(x) x for all x in A (where xx := i(x x x)). 
Proof: For the proof of (i) and (ii) see [47, pp. 254-2571 with the 
following remark, to avoid finite-dimensionality at the beginning of 
p. 255. By axiom (3) in Definition 2.3 we have for all x in A 
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that (.u - $(,K, e) e, e) = 0, so by axiom (2) Q((x - f(.y, e) e)‘) = 
CQ(= f(x, e) e)l’, which can be equivalently rewritten as 
Q(x2)=Q(.K)2+(.ye) ~(\-‘,i)(.K,e)Q(l)+~(l.e)‘}. (*) 
Concerning the proof of (iii) see [48, p. 259 and the beginning of p. 2601 
recalling the change of constants announced above. 
The statement (iii) in the above proposition suggests the following. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let X and Y be complex vector spaces paired by a 
nondegenerate bilinear mapping T: Xx Y -+ @ and assume that there are 
mappings (.x,,.x~)+x, x-y2 and (~‘,,J~~)+~,xJ~~ from XxX into Y 
and Y x Y into X respectively such that the mappings (x,, .yZ, x3) + 
N(x,, x2, x3) := T(x,, x2 x x3) and (Y,, y2, y3) -, WY,, J'~, y3) := 
T( ~1, x.I’*, yj ) are nonzero symmetric trilinear form on X and Y respectively 
satisfying (x#)# = N(x)x and (J#)# = M(y)y for all x in X and J in Y 
(where x# := 1 2(~xx.~), JJ# := $(J x v), N(x) := iN(x, x, x), and M(y) := 
iM(y, J, v)). Then we say that (T, N, M) is an admissible tripfe on (X, Y). 
Although rather sophisticated, our definition of admissible triple is a 
good definition because (T, N, M) determines the (automatically symmetric 
bilinear) mappings “ x ” if these mappings exist and, in the tinite-dimen- 
sional case, such mappings always exist, thus being in agreement with the 
definition of admissible triple in [ 1, p. 1481. Statement (iii) in Proposi- 
tion 2.5 now reads that, if A is a Springer algebra, then (( . , . ), N,, N,) is 
an admissible triple on (A, A ). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let (T, N, M) be an admissible triple on (X, Y). Then 
the vector space ((T, 5) : M, p E C, x E X, y E Y} with product 
and involution r( I, g) := ($ t), is a structurable algebra. Moreover this 
algebra, without reference to the involution, is simple. 
Proof: For the first assertion see [l, pp. 148-1491 together with [48, 
identities (6) and (8)] once it is remarked that the finite dimensionality is 
not required for the proof of the identity (8) (see, for example, [30, 
Remark at the end of p. 4973). Concerning the simplicity of the algebra, 
from the equalities 
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it follows that, if I denotes any nonzero ideal of the algebra, Z must contain 
either (A i), (8 t) with x#O, (y, E) with y#O, or (8 y). If (A E) lies in Z 
then also (i i) 1 ies in I for all x in X because (A 8)(8 G) = (i i). 
Analogously, if (z y) 1 ies in Z, then the same is true for (t i) whenever y 
is in Y. Therefore Z always contains either (z ;) for some x # 0 or ( y. 8) for 
some y # 0. In any case, since T is nondegenerate and 
it follows that Z contains also (A y ), the unit of the algebra, so Z equals the 
whole algebra. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. From Remark 2.4, Proposition 2.5 (iii), and 
Proposition 2.7, it follows that B, without reference to the inner product 
and to the H*-algebra involution, is a structurable simple algebra. The rest 
follows by routine calculations. 
In what follows we will give a precise description of all Springer 
H*-algebras. To this end we recall that, if (A, *, ( / )) is a topologically 
simple H*-algebra, then the inner product ( / ) is determined by (A, *) but 
only up to a positive scalar multiple [20, Corollary 3.53. In the case of 
(A, *) is the f2-sum of n topologically simple H*-algebras, the set of inner 
products “compatible” with (A, *) is an n-dimensional positive cone. The 
severe requirements in the definition of Springer H*-algebras prohibit these 
manipulations, so, to know a Springer H*-algebra, its inner product must 
be given without any ambiguity. Also we recall that any simple quadratic 
commutative H*-algebra is (up to a positive scalar multiple of the inner 
product) of the form J(H, q ), the H*-algebra associated with a complex 
Hilbert space H of dimension strictly greater than 1 with isometric 
conjugate-linear vector space involution Cl, namely the Z2-sum C @ H with 
product 
(a+x)Cb+y) := [a/?+ (x/y”)] + [ay+fix] 
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and H*-algebra involution 
(x+x)* := r+.e 
[Zl, Theorem 4(2)] (see also [ 13, Theorem 1 and Remark following it]). 
THEOREM 2.8. The Springer H*-algebras are @ bc?rh inner product 
(z/w) := 3zE, C2 with inner product ((z,, zz)/(w,, IV?)) := ;,M’, +2z,)C2, 
and an)’ cubic Jordan H*-algebra J when the inner product of J is fi+xed as 
(s/y) : = t(s . y* ), where t denotes the generic trace on J. The cubic Jordan 
H*-algebras are C’, @ x J( H, 0 ) (dimension of the Hilbert space H > 1 ), 
and the H*-algebras X;(D) of all hermitian 3 x 3 matrices over D, D being 
one of the four complex composition algebras with standard H*-algebra 
structure. 
Proof It is routine that @ and C2, with inner product as in the state- 
ment, are Springer H*-algebras. If J is any cubic Jordan H*-algebra, from 
[21, Theorems 1 and 41 it follows that J is either C3, @x J(H, q ), or 
3’(D) (H and D as in the statement). In any case (see [27, p. 2331 for the 
case of X3(D)) there are unique linear, quadratic, and cubic forms on J, 
noted t, s, and n, respectively (t called the generic trace on J), such that 
.u’-t(.u).u’+s(x)x-n(x) 1 =0 for all x in J. 
Straightforward calculations show that (x, y) + t(x . y*) is one of the inner 
products compatible with the *-structure of J, and with this inner product 
J is a Springer H*-algebra (see [47, p. 2541 for the case of Y3(D)). 
Conversely, if A is any Springer H*-algebra, from Proposition 2.5(i) and 
(ii) and [21, Theorems 1 and 41 we obtain that A is either a cubic Jordan 
H*-algebra, C, @’ or J(H, 0 ) (the last case being contradictory because 
no “compatible” inner product in J(H, 0 ) can verify the requirements 
of Springer H*-algebras). Easily, in the case A is @ or a cubic Jordan 
H*-algebra, the inner product in the statement is the only “compatible” 
inner product on A under which A is a Springer H*-algebra (for the case 
of cubic Jordan H*-algebras use Proposition 2.5 (ii) and the uniqueness of 
the generic trace). For the case A = C’ there are only two (isomorphic) 
“compatible” inner products on A exhibiting A as Springer H*-algebra, 
namely, the one in the statement and ((z,, z,)/(w,, u’~))’ := 2z,$, +z,W,. 
Remark 2.9. Minor changes in the above proof show that, if (A, ( , )) 
is a Springer algebra and A is an H*-algebra, then there exist a “com- 
patible” inner product ( / ) on A such that (x, y) = (x/y* ) for all x, y in A. 
That is, up to natural manipulation of the inner product, any Springer 
algebra which is also an H*-algebra is actually a Springer H*-algebra. 
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We conclude this section with some results on Springer algebras and 
admissible triples, which we will need later for the proof of the main result. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let (A, ( , )) be a Springer algebra, and assume that 
there is given an hilbertizable topology on A making continuous the 
product of A and the form ( , ), and also assume that, for each continuous 
linear form f on A, there is an +Y in A such that f(y) = (.Y, y) for all y in 
A. Then we say that (A, ( , )) is an hilbertizable Springer algebra. Springer 
H*-algebras are natural examples of hilbertizable Springer algebras. 
THEOREM 2.11. Every hilberttable Springer algebra can be structured as 
Springer H*-algebra under suitable H*-algebra involution and suitable inner 
product defining the given topology> on the algebra. 
Proof: Let A be any Springer algebra. By Proposition 2.5(i) and (ii) A 
is a “generalically algebraic” algebra of “generic degree” < 3 in the sense of 
[29]. If .Y is any nilpotent element in A, then (e, .u)=O (?E* =0*2Q(x)= 
(.Y, .u) = (e, s’) = 0, so (e, x) = 0 by the equality (*) in the proof of 
Proposition 2.5; x3 = 0 =F- (+K’)* = 0 = (e, x2) = 0 3 (e, x) = 0). Since this last 
argument uses only the equality ( * ) which clearly is preserved under any 
scalar extension, we have that ( , ) is a nondegenerate “normal form” on A 
and that A is a “normal” algebra in the sense of [29, pp. 547-5481. By [29, 
Theorem 161, A is a direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals and, by 
[29, Theorem 173, each of these ideals are either finite-dimensional or 
infinite-dimensional of degree 2 over its center, which equals C because it 
is an algebraic field extension of the algebraically closed field C. But an 
infinite dimensional simple algebraic Jordan (complex) algebra J of degree 
2 is of the form .I(X, g), the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form g on an infinite-dimensional complex vector space X. (By 
[27, p. 203, Corollary l] it is enough to show that J is reduced. 1 = e, + e, 
with e, and e, mutually orthogonal nonzero idempotents uch that U,(J) 
has no nontrivial idempotents, so by [27, p. 149, Lemma l] every element 
in U,(J) is either nilpotent or invertible, so by [3 1, Theorem I] U, (1) is 
an algebraic division Jordan (complex) algebra, and so U,,(J) = @ and .I is 
reduced as required). Now, since J(X, g) cannot be structured as Springer 
algebra, we have that either A is finite-dimensional or A = @ x J(X, g) for 
suitable infinite-dimensional vector space X with nondegenerate bilinear 
form g. Now assume that our Springer algebra A is hilbertizable. In view 
of Remark 2.9, to prove the theorem it is enough to show A can be struc- 
tured as H*-algebra for suitable H*-involution and inner product defining 
the given topology on A. Since this is true if A is finite-dimensional [49, 
Proposition 1.31, only remains to prove the same in the case 
A = @ x J(X, g). Clearly .I(X, g) is closed in A and also X is closed in 
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J( A’, g) (see [32, Beginning of the Proof of Theorem 3. I]), so X is an 
hilbertizable space. For :, II’ in @ and (c(, x), (/I, .I*) in J( X, g) ( = C x X) we 
have easily the equality 
((=, (4 x)), (#I, (B, .I,)) = a’+ 2(@ +g(.u, J)), 
which shows that the topological properties assumed for ( , ) are inherited 
by g, namely, g is a continuous (bilinear form) on X and, for each con- 
tinuous linear form h on X, there exists x in X such that h(y) = g(s, v) for 
all y in A’. These properties imply easily that, if ( / ) denotes any inner 
product on X defining the given topology on X, then there is a conjugate 
linear (bicontinuous) bijection CJ from X onto X satisfying g(?c, J) = 
(x/o(y)) for all x, 1’ in X. By the symmetry of g, we obtain (,u/a(.r)) = 
(~~/a(x)), so (x/a’(~)) = (a(?r)/a(.u)) >O, and so F := a2 is a positive bijec- 
tive linear operator on the Hilbert space (A’, ( / )). Define a conjugate linear 
operator 0 on X by 0 : = FP L/2o. Since FP ‘I’ is a limit of polynomials in 
02, F-“2 and (T commute, so q 2 = FP”‘aF-’ ‘a = FP’a2 = 1, and so 0 is 
a conjugate-linear vector space involution on X. On the other hand the 
equality (X/J’)’ := (F”2(.~)/y) defines a new inner product on X generating 
the same topopolgy that the previous one, and we have 
(xc/ye) = (F-’ %(x)/FP’ ‘o(y))‘= (+)/OF- 2(y))= (FP’,‘2(r’)/a2(x)) 
=(F~“2(~)/F(x))=(FF-“2(~~)/x)=(F’2(~)/~~)=(~/.~)‘, 
and therefore q is isometric in (X, ( / )‘). Moreover (x/J~ )’ = 
(F’i2(x)/yc) = (F”2(.x)/F~“2a(y)) = (x/F’~~F-‘.‘~~(,v)) = (x/a(y)) =g(x, y). 
Now, if we write H := (X, ( / )‘), J(X, g) is algebraically and topologically 
isomorphic to the H*-algebra J(H, q ) (see notation before Theorem 2.8), 
so A = @ x J(X, g) can be structured as H*-algebra in the required way. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let (T, N, M) be an admissible triple on (X, Y) and 
assume that there are given hilbertizable topologies on X and Y making T, 
N, and M continuous, and also assume that for each continuous linear 
form f on X (resp. g on Y) there is J in Y (resp. : x in X) such that f(z) = 
T(z, y) for all z in X (resp. g(t) = T(x, t) for all t in Y). Then we say that 
(T, N, M) is an hilbertizable admissible triple on (X, Y). 
Two admissible triples (T, N, M) and (T’, N’, M’), on (X, Y) and 
(X’, Y’), respectively, are called isomorphic if there are linear bijections 
F : X -+ A” and G : Y -+ Y’ satisfying 
T(x, y) = T’(F(x), G(y)) 
N(.Y, , x27 .x3 ) = N’(F(.y, ), F(-u, ), F(.xj) 1 
MO,,,?‘~,I’~)=M’(G(~,), G(Y,), G(?,,)) 
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for all x, x,, x2, xj in X and y, y,, I’~, yJ in Y. Note that, if the triples are 
hilbertizable, then F and G are automatically (bi-) continuous (closed 
graph theorem). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. For every admissible triple (T, N, M) on (X, Y), there 
is a Springer algebra A such that the given triple is isomorphic to the 
admissible triple (( . , . ), N,, N,) on (A, A). If the given admissible triple is 
hilbertizable, then A can be structured as Springer He-algebra. 
Proof Let (T, N, M) be an admissible triple on (X, Y) and chose e in 
X such that N(e) = 1 (recall the notation in Definition 2.6). Define a 
mapping(,):XxX-+Cby 
(x, z) : = - N(x, z, e) + aN(x, e, e) N(z, e, e) 
for all x, z in X. Let A be the algebra whose vector space is X and whose 
product is defined by 
xz := ${ (x x e) x (z x e) + (x, z) e - (x, e)(z, e) e} 
for all -‘c, z in A. An infinite-dimensional careful reading of [48, Proof of 
Proposition 1 ] shows that (A, ( , )) is a Springer algebra (perhaps recall 
the change of constant already mentioned). Analogously, the proof of [48, 
Proof of Proposition 33 shows that if F denotes the mapping x + x from 
X into A and G denotes the mapping y --f - f(e x e) x 4’ + T(e, y) e from Y 
into A, then the admissible triples (T, N, M) and (( , ), N,, N,) on (X, Y) 
and (A, A) respectively are isomorphic via (F, G). 
Now assume the given admissible triple to be hilbertizable. Then we have 
a hilbertizable topology on A (the same as that of X) and to prove that A 
can be structured as Springer H*-algebra, by Theorem 2.11, it is enough to 
show that A with this topology is an hilbertizable Springer algebra (Defini- 
tion 2.10). Clearly ( , ) is continuous and also, using the closed graph 
theorem and the uniform boundness theorem, the mappings “ x ” are con- 
tinuous, so clearly the product of A is continuous and G is also continuous. 
Finally, for any continuous linear formf on A, we must prove the existence 
of a u in A such that f(x) = (x, u) for all x in A. Since A and X agree as 
topological vector spaces, by assumption, f(x) = T(x, y) for all x in X and 
some y in Y, so, by writing u : = G(y) and recalling that (F, G) is an 
isomorphism of admissible triples, we have (.lc, U) = (x, G(y)) = 
T(x, y) =f(-u) for all x in X, as required. 
Since, clearly, isomorphic admissible triples give, via Proposition 2.7, 
isomorphic structurable algebras, we obtain from Proposition 2.13 the 
following. 
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COROLLARY 2.14. Let (T, N. M) an hilhertizahle admissible triple on 
(X, Y). Then there e.uists a Springer H*-algebra J such that the structurable 
algebra associated to the giver1 admissible triple h,* Proposition 2.7 is 
isomorphic, as algebra \k*ith imolution. to the structurable H*-algehru 
associated to J b?l Theorem 2.2. 
3. INVOLUTIVE HILBERT MODULES AND 
ASSOCIATED STRUCTURABLE H*-ALGEBRAS 
Given an associative H*-algebra & with zero annihilator, the trace-class 
of E, TC(&), is defined as the set {ef: e, fE E), and it is known that W(E) 
is an ideal of & which is a Banach *-algebra under suitable norm r( .) 
related by the given norm on & by I( e 11’ = r(e*e) for all e in E. There exists 
a canonical commutative linear form on rc(&) (called the trace of & and 
denoted by tr) related by the inner product of & by tr(ef) = (e/f*) for all 
e, fin E. The reader is referred to [36, 373 for these and other interesting 
results about the trace class of an associative H*-algebra with zero 
annihilator. 
Following [ 11, Definition 9.111, a left module over an associative (as 
always in the paper, complex) algebra & is a complex vector space W 
together with a bilinear mapping (e, W) + e: IV from & x W to W satisfying 
e 0 (f c IV) = (ef) 0 w for all e, f in & and M’ in W. 
The original definition of Hilbert modules by P. P. Saworotnow [35, 
Definition 11, with some remarks in [35, 461, can be formulated as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Hilbert module is a faithful left module W over an 
associative H*-algebra & with zero annihilator, provided with a mapping 
[/]: wx W-+TC(&) 
satisfying, for ~(9,) w;, \I’~ in W, e in & and 2 in @, the following properties: 
(i) [Jw,/w~] = ~[vc,/w~] 
(ii) [WI, + w;/w~] = [w,/w~] + [w;/w~] 
(iii) [eo Mj,/MJZ] = e[H’,/H’Z] 
(iv) CwIIw21* = CWwI 1 
(v) For each nonzero M’ in W there is a nonzero f in & such that 
[w/w] =f*f 
(vi) W is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
(w,/w2) := tr([,t’1/\l’2]). 
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Particular types of Hilbert modules will allow us to build some struc- 
turable H*-algebras. These Hilbert modules are presented in the following. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let W be a Hilbert module over the associative 
H*-algebra & with zero annihilator. Assume that r is an isometric (so, by 
Proposition 1.7, a *-) involution on & and that 0 is a (conjugate linear) 
vector space involution on W satisfying 
(vii) r( [,v,/)Y~])= [~~.?jHvf] 
(viii) (eoUT)m =r(e*)o12’~ 
for all \vl , )iv2, M’ in W and e in E. Then we say that ( W, q ) is an involutive 
Hilbert module over (E, T). 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf ( W, 0 ) is an involutive Hilbert module over (E, T), then 
the [*-sum A = & @ W, with product (e, + w,)(e2 + wz) := (e,e2 + 
C~472hP I) + Me, ) 0 w2 + e, 0 IV, ), H*-algebra involution (e + w)* = e* + wD 
and involution r(e + w) = r(e) + u’, is a structurable H*-algebra with zero 
annihilator whose involution is a *-involution. Moreover A is topologically 
simple if and only if (E, t) is topologically T-simple and either & #C 
or WZC. 
ProoJ: Define h : W x W -+& by h(w),, ~1~) := [\v,/Iz’~] for all u’,, ~1’~ in 
W. Then h is an “E-hermitian form on W” in the sense of [ 1, p. 147, Exam- 
ple (iii)] and our definition of the product and the involution on A is con- 
sistent with the one in that example. Therefore (A, T), without reference to 
the H*-algebra structure, is a structurable algebra. The verification that A 
is an H*-algebra consists of a straightforward but tedious calculation using 
the axioms of H*-algebras and of involutive Hilbert modules, and the facts 
that A has zero annihilator and r is a *-involution are clear. Assume that 
(E, T) is not topologically r-simple. Then E equals the orthogonal sum of 
two proper nonzero r-invariant closed ideals Z and J and, by [46, 
Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 2.83, W equals the orthogonal sum of M(Z) 
and M(J), where, for a closed ideal P of E, M(P) (defined as 
{WE w: PLOV=O}) is a Hilbert module over P under the restriction of 
the structure. The fact that I is r-invariant together with the axiom (vii) in 
Definition 3.2 shows that M(Z) is O-invariant. Now, with these remarks, it 
follows easily that I+ M(Z) is a nonzero proper closed ideal of A and 
therefore A is not topologically simple. Moreover, if & = @ and W = C, then 
clearly also A is not topologically simple. 
Now assume that (E, t) is topologically r-simple and that A # @ @ @, let 
M be a minimal closed ideal of A [21, Theorem I] and chose a nonzero 
element e + M’ in M with e in & and )V in W. We argue by cases: 
Case 1. Assume M’ = 0. 
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Then T(M)=M (otherwise Mnr(M)=O and, since e.2 W= WecM 
and e’? W=r(e) Wcr(M), we have e> W=O, contradicting the fact that 
W is a faithful module over 1). Therefore Mn & is a nonzero closed 
r-invariant ideal of the topologically r-simple H*-algebra (E, T), so E c M. 
But WcM also (E; W= WEc WA4cA4s&~ WcM; but, by [36, 
Lemma 2.11, & 0 W = M(E) = W). Thus A( = M) is topologically simple. 
Case 2. Assume e = 0. 
Then W~H. = [u~j~] # 0 (axiom (v)) in Definition 3.1) and W~U’ EMn E, 
so we are in Case 1. 
Case 3. Assume e and MJ nonzero. 
Then, for all f in E, fe + r(f) ~w=f(e+w)~M and er(f)+T(f)ow= 
(e + W) t(f) EM, so fe -et(f) E M. If there exists some f in & with 
fe - es(f) Z 0, we are in Case 1 again. Otherwise, the set P := 
{ g E & : fg = gr( f) for all f in & } is a nonzero (e E P) closed r-invariant 
ideal of the topologically t-simple H*-algebra (E, r). (If g and h are in P 
and & respectively, then hg lies in P because, for all f in E, we have f (hg) = 
(fh) g = gr(fh) = g(r(h) z(f )) = (gr(h)) r(f) = (hg) df )). So we have 
P = E, that is fg = gz(f) for all f, g in E. Now, if H and S denote the sets 
of r-hermitian and r-skew-hermitian elements of & respectively, it is easy to 
verify that H and S are subalgebras of & smith HS= SH= 8 and that H is 
commutative and S is anticommutative. Since & = H@ S, H and S are 
actually ideals of & and, being S associative and anticommutative, we have 
S3 = 0, so S = 0 because & has zero annihilator. Therefore & = H, T = 1, and 
E is a topologically simple associative and commutative H*-algebra, so 
& = C, and so A = J( W, 0 ) (see notation before Theorem 2.8). Since 
W# C, A is (topologically) simple by [ 12, p. 2171. 
Theorem 3.3 exhibits a wide range of structurable H*-algebras (A, z), 
with A topologically simple and r *-involution, which, to be precisely 
determined (in coherence with the general purpose in the paper), need the 
description of all involutive Hilbert modules over topologically r-simple 
associative H*-algebras with isometric involution r. Such a description will 
be obtained in what follows. 
Hilbert modules over C are just the complex Hilbert spaces. But every 
complex Hilbert space H also can and will be regarded as an Hilbert 
module over the topologically simple associative H*-algebra X9(H) of all 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H, if the module operation is defined by the 
action of the operator on the vector and, for x, y in H, the &‘Y(H)-valued 
inner product [x/y] is defined by 
[x/y](z) = (:/v) x for all z in H. 
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Another procedure to obtain Hilbert modules is the one of the /*-sums of 
arbitrary families (whenever all the members of the family are Hilbert 
modules over the same H*-algebra). Actually J. F. Smith proves in [46, 
Theorem 3.11 the following fundamental structure theorem for Hilbert 
modules over topologically simple associative H*-algebras, which we state 
for next reference (see [ 161 for a new proof). 
THEOREM 3.4 [46]. Let W be a Hilbert module over the topologically 
simple associative H*-algebra E. Then there is a complex Hilbert space H 
such that E = #9’(H) and W equals the l*-sum of a suitable family of copies 
of H regarded as Hilbert module over XY’( H ). 
The structure of involutive Hilbert modules ( W, 0 ) over topologically 
r-simple associative H*-algebras with isometric involution (E, r) is not 
directly deducible from the above Smith’s theorem, even if & is assumed to 
be actually topologically simple, because ach l*-summand in the statement 
need not be O-invariant and even the whole family of l*-summands need 
not be O-invariant (observe that, when E = Cc, Theorem 3.4 becomes the 
classical theorem on existence of an orthonormal basis in any complex 
Hilbert space W and, if dimension of W is greather than two and 0 
denotes any isometric conjugate-linear vector space involution on W, then 
( W, El ) is an involutive Hilbert module over (C, Identity) containing a 
norm-one element x such that (X/X”) # 0 and @x # @x0, and therefore, for 
any orthonormal basis {-xi} of W containing X, the family { Cx,} is not 
0 -invariant ). 
Given two Hilbert modules W, and W, over the associative H*-algebras 
with zero annihilator E, and E,, respectively, we may consider the 
H*-algebra E, x E, and give a natural structure on W, x W, of Hilbert 
module over E, x E, by defining the module operation by 
and the E, x &,-valued inner product by 
We say that this new Hilbert module is the mixed product of the given 
Hilbert modules. Now, if W is any Hilbert module over the H*-algebra & 
with zero annihilator, we can consider an Hilbert module over the opposite 
H*-algebra E”, called the opposite module and denoted by IV”. IV” has the 
same additive group that of W, the new multiplication of a vector by a 
complex number is defined as the multiplication of the conjugate complex 
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number by the vector in the original sense, the &“-module operation 
(denoted by A) is related to the &-module operation : by 
and the &‘-valued inner product is defined by 
[lt’/lt”]” := [d/w]. 
Consider the Hilbert & x &‘-module mixed product Wx W” and define 0 
on WxWOby 
(IV, 11” ) o : = (IV’, IV). 
Then ( Wx W”, 0) is an involutive Hilbert module over (E x so, r) (where 
t denotes the interchange involution), called the involutive Hilbert module 
duplication of W. 
EXAMPLES 3.5. We give here three fundamental examples of involutive 
Hilbert modules, all having their source in an arbitrary nonzero complex 
Hilbert space H. 
(i) The duplication of H, regarded as Hilbert module over #Y(H), 
is an involutive Hilbert module over the topologically r-simple associative 
H*-algebra *Y(H) x X9’(H)’ with isometric involution t, the inter- 
change involution. 
(ii) Let J be any conjugation (isometric conjugate-linear involutive 
mapping) on H (note that such J always exists and is “essentially” unique 
[24, Lemma 7.561). Define 0 on H and z on #9’(H) by x0 := J(x) for 
x in H, and t(e) := Je*J for e in SPY(H). Then (H, 0) is an involutive 
Hilbert module over the topologically simple associative H*-algebra with 
involution (ZY( H), T). 
(iii) Now let J be an anticonjugation on H (isometric conjugate-linear 
operator on H such that J2 = - 1; note that such J exists if and only if H 
is either infinite-dimensional or of even finite-dimension, and that, when 
exists, J is “essentially” unique [24, Lemma 7.561). In the /*-product 
Hilbert #Y(H)-module of two copies of H define Cl by 
(x,y)O := (J(y), -J(x)), and define r on X9(H) by r(e):= -Je*J. 
Then (H x H, 0 ) is an involutive Hilbert module over (X’Y( H), T). 
LEMMA 3.6. Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let W be an Hilbert 
module over %9(H). Then every irreducible submodule of W is closed and 
isomorphic, as Hilbert &Y(H)-module, to H. 
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Proof: By Theorem 3.4, W equals the 12-sum of a suitable family 
WA.. of Hilbert modules with H, = H for all A in A. Let A4 be an 
irreducible submodule of W (see [ll, Definition 24.31) and, for 1 in A, let 
1,9~ denote the A-coordinate mapping on W restricted to M. If JIA is non- 
zero, since A4 and H are irreducible modules, $A is a module isomorphism 
from A4 onto H so, if we fix A0 in A with 11/1, #O, we have that, for all 1 
in A, eA$i,’ is a module endomorphism of H, and so ei.$,’ =pil 
for suitable pA in C [ 11, Corollary 25.51. Now it is clear that 
kf= {(PA-X) 1 E ,d : x E H} and, since clearly the family (P~)~ E,, belongs to 
l’(A), the mapping x + (l/Jmj(p;x) is an isometry from H onto M, 
hence M is closed. Since the above mapping is also an isomorphism of 
Hilbert modules, the proof is concluded. 
LEMMA 3.1, Let H be a complex Hilbert space, let W be an Hilbert 
module over X9( H ), and assume that there exist two closed submodules W, 
and Wz which are copies (regarded as Hilbert modules over ZY(H)) of H 
such that W, n W, = 0 and W = W, + W2. Then W is isomorphic (as Hilbert 
X9’(H)-module) to the 12-product of two copies of H. 
Proof: Let F denote the restriction to W, of the orthogonal projection 
from W onto the orthogonal subspace Wt of W,. Since W, is an 
irreducible module and F is a nonzero modulo homomorphism, it follows 
that F( W,) is an irreducible submodule of the Hilbert module Wt. 
Moreover, from the assumption W= W, + W,, it follows easily that F( W,) 
is dense in Wt. By Lemma 3.6, W: ( = F( W,)) is a copy of H, hence 
W= W, 0” Wt equals the 12-product of two copies of H, as required. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, let J be a conjugation 
(resp. an anticonjugation) on H and define r on *Y(H) b)v r(e)= Je*J-’ 
for all e in X9’(H). Let 0 be defined on the Hilbert XY( H)-module 
H x H such that (H x H, 0 ) is an involutive Hilbert module over 
(&Y(H), T). Then (H x H, 0 ) is isomorphic, as an involutive Hilbert 
module, to the 12-sum of two copies of the involutive Hilbert module in 
Example 3.5(ii) (resp. (H x H, 0 ) is isomorphic, as an involutive Hilbert 
module, to the one in Example 3S(iii)). 
Proof First assume that J is a conjugation on H. We claim that H x H 
contains an irreducible submodule invariant under 0. This being clear if 
0 x H is O-invariant, we assume the contrary and then easily the mapping 
x + (0, x) + (0, J(x)) q is a nonzero (hence one-to-one) module 
homomorphism from H into H x H (use the axiom (viii) in Definition 3.2 
of involutive Hilbert modules). Therefore { (0, x) + (0, J(x)) q : x E H} is an 
irreducible submodule of H x H and, since J2 = 1, this submodule is 
O-invariant, which proves the claim. Now let A4 be an irreducible submodule 
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of H x H invariant under U. Since the irreducible submodules of H x H are 
the sets of the form {(p,.~,p~.~) :.u~Hl with p,, p2 in C and 
(p,, pZ)# (0,O) (see the proof of Lemma 3.6), it follows that the 
orthogonal ML of it4 in H x H is also an irreducible submodule of H x H 
and, by axiom (vii) in Definition 3.2, Ml is Cl-invariant. Now, by 
Lemma 3.7, (H x H, 0 ) is isomorphic, as an involutive Hilbert module, to 
the 12-sum of two copies of (H, 0 ), where H is regarded as always under 
its natural Hilbert %9’(H)-module structure and now [7 denotes a 
suitable operator on H such that (H, 0 ) is actually an involutive Hilbert 
module over (XL?‘(H), 5). Axiom (viii) in Definition 3.2 gives r(e)(x) = 
[e*(x”)] q for all x in Hand e in #Y(H), so Je*J= r(e) = De*0 for all 
e in SPY(H), from which easily we have fl = uJ for suitable c( in @ with 
1 tl/ = 1. Now, if /l is in C such that fl’ = a, then the mapping x + /Ix is an 
isomorphism from (H, J) onto (H, 0 ) both regarded as involutive Hilbert 
modules over (*oY( H), T). Therefore we may assume 0 = J, so (H, 0 ) is 
as in Example 3.5(ii) and the proof of the lemma is concluded in the case 
when J is a conjugation on H. 
Assume J is an anticonjugation on H. Then we claim that 
(HxO)~=OXH. If this is not true, since in any case (HxO)~ is an 
irreducible submodule of H x H (use axiom 3.2(viii)), we have (H x 0) c = 
{(x,px):x~H} f or suitable p in C, so (x, O)” = (F(x), pF(x)) for suitable 
nonzero conjugate-linear operator F on H. Using the definition of T and 
axioms 3.l(iv) and 3.2(vii), we have 
-J[x/y] J= -J[y/s]* J=T([)I/x])=T([(~,O)/(X,O)]) 
= C(x, O)n/(~, Oj”l = C(W), H’(,~)Wb,), pFo1))l 
=(I + IP~%-W)/F(Y)~ 
for all x, J in H. From this equality and the particular form of the 
#Y(H)-valued inner product on H, it follows easily that F= yJ 
for suitable nonzero y in @. Therefore (x, O)” = y(J(x), pJ(x)). Also 
using axiom 3.2(vii) we obtain (0 x H)” = ((HxO)‘)~ = ((HxO)~)’ = 
{(-&x):x~Hj, and as above (O,y)“=b(-pJ(y), J(y)) for suitable 
nonzero 6 in @. Now, the condition (x, O)c q = (x, 0) leads to the 
equalities - 1 y 1’ + p2Sy = 1 and yp + $ = 0, which are contradictory. This 
proves the claim, so for all X, y in H, (x, y)” = (G(y), T(x)), where G and 
T are suitable conjugate-linear operators on H, and we have 
-JCx/,~l J= -JC,‘Ixl* J=T(C~/XI)=T(C(O,Y)/(O,,~)I) 
= CC& x)~/(O, L’)~I = C(W), OM’XY), O)l = CWMY)I. 
As above, the particular form of the %9’(H)-valued inner product on H. 
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implies G = aJ for suitable a in @ with 1 a 1 = 1 (use that 0 is an isometry). 
Since 0 is involutive, T= G-’ = -aJ. Now, as in the case concerning 
conjugations, we may assume a = 1, so (x, v)O = (J(y), -J(x)), and so 
(H x H, 0) is isomorphic to the involutive Hilbert module as in 
Example 3S(iii), as required. 
Remark 3.9. Let H denote as above a complex Hilbert space. 
(i) Let J be a conjugation on H. We have shown in the above proof 
that, if 7 is defined on %9(H) by r(e) = Je*J and if 0 is defined on H 
such that (H, 0) is an involutive Hilbert module over (X9(H), T), then 
(H, 0 ) is as in Example 3S(ii). 
(ii) Let J be an anticonjugation on H and define T on 29’(H) by 
r(e) = -Je*J. Then no 0 exists on H such that (H, 0 ) is an involutive 
Hilbert module over (%Y( H), T). (Otherwise, we can consider on H x H 
the natural structure of involutive Hilbert module over (HS(H), t) for 
which we have (H x 0)” = H x 0, contradicting the equality (H x 0)” = 
0 x H in the proof of the above lemma in the case of anticonjugations.) 
THEOREM 3.10. Let ( W, 0 ) be an involutive Hilbert module over the 
topologicallJ> t-simple associative H*-algebra with isometric involution (E, 7). 
Then there exists a nonzero Hilbert space H such that one of the following 
three statements is verified: 
(i) E = 29(H) x #Y(H)’ with natural He-algebra structure, T is 
the interchange involution, and ( W, 0 ) equals the 12-sum of a suitable farnil] 
of involutive Hilbert modules as in Example 3.5(i). 
(ii) There is a conjugation J on H such that &=X9(H), z(e) = Je*J 
for all e in %9’(H), and ( W, 0 ) equals the 12-sum of a suitable family of 
involutive Hilbert modules as in E.xample 3S(ii). 
(iii) There is an anticonjugation J on H such that &=X9’(H), 
r(e) = -Je*J for all e in #Y(H), and ( W, Cl) equals the l”-sum of a 
suitable family of involutive Hilbert modules as in Example 3.5(iii). 
Proof Assume that & is not topologically simple. Then, by Proposi- 
tion 1.7 and Theorem 1.5 and Ambrose’s theorem [ 10, Theorem 4.33, we 
have that & = XZ?‘( H) x XosP( H)’ with natural H*-algebra structure (A= 1 
in Theorem 1.5 because T is isometric) and T is the interchange involution. 
Otherwise, Proposition 1.7, Ambrose’s theorem, and [ 15, Proposition], 
give & = #“Y(H) and, for e in E, t(e) = Je*J-’ for suitable conjugation or 
anticonjugation J on H. 
Assume & = 29’(H) x 29(H)’ and T the interchange involution. By 
[46, Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 2.81, there are Hilbert modules W, and W, 
over 29’(H) and &Y(H)’ respectively such that W equals the mixed 
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product W, x W,. By axiom 3.2(viii), we have that ( W, x O)L = 0 x W,, so 
(IV,, O)U = (0, F(w, )), where F is a conjugate linear bijection from B’, onto 
W,. Now the mapping (\v,, \v:) + (w,, F- ‘(\v2)) is an isomorphism from 
the involutive Hilbert (X,Y(H) x Xc.P’(H)‘, r)-module ( W, x W2, 0 ) onto 
the involutive Hilbert (*Y(H) x ZY( H)“, r )-module duplication of the 
Hilbert *“Y(H)-module W,. Finally, since a duplication of an I’-sum is 
the P-sum of duplications, by Theorem 3.4 applied to W,, we have that 
( W, 0 ) = ( W, x W,, 0 ) is as in the statement (i) in our theorem. 
Assume & = XY(H) and r(e) =.Je*.l for all e in *P’(H) and suitable 
conjugation J on H. Let { W, ] Is,, be a maximal family of mutually 
orthogonal Cl-invariant closed submodules of W which are copies (as 
involutive Hilbert modules) of the involutive Hilbert module in Exam- 
ple 3S(ii). It is enough to show that W= CIE ,, W,. If this is not true, then 
I+-:= (ILEA W, )I is an involutive Hilbert (XV(H), t)-module (under the 
restriction of 0 ) and, by Theorem 3.4, W’ contains a copy of H (say W”). 
If W” is O-invariant then, by Remark 3.9(i), ( W”, 0 ) is a copy of the 
involutive Hilbert module in Example 3S(ii), a contradiction. If W” is not 
O-invariant, since W” u is an irreducible submodule of W’, we have 
wlln W”U =0 and W’lL is also a copy of H (Lemma 3.6). Now 
Lemma 3.7 applied to W” + W”I, gives that IV” + W” q is an I ‘-product 
of copies of H, so, by Lemma 3.8 (in what concerns conjugations), 
(WI’+ W”O, 0) is an /2-sum of two copies of the involutive Hilbert 
module in Example 3S(ii), a contradiction again. 
Finally assume E = XY( H) and r(e) = -Je*J for all e in #Y(H) and 
suitable anticonjugation J on H. The proof that W is as in the statement 
(iii) in our theorem involves minor changes in the above proved case so we 
omit it (use Remark 3.9(ii) instead of Remark 3.9(i) and apply Lemma 3.8 
in the case of anticonjugations). 
Remark 3.11. Let ( W, 0 ) be an involutive Hilbert module over the 
topologically r-simple associative H*-algebra with isometric involution 
(E, T), and let A denote the structurable H*-algebra associated to ( W, 0) 
by Theorem 3.3. As noted at the end of the proof of this theorem, when 
& = @ (so r = 1 ), A is the quadratic Jordan H*-algebra J( W, Cl ) associated 
to the involutive Hilbert space ( W, 0 ). Actually one can prove that, in 
general, the following assertions are equivalent: (i) A is a power-associative 
algebra, (ii) A is a flexible algebra, (iii) A is a noncommutative Jordan 
algebra, (iv) A is a quadratic algebra, and (v) & is one of the three composi- 
tion associative H*-algebras and T is the Cayley involution on E. Moreover 
it can be shown that A is commutative if and only if & = @ and, using the 
above theorem, it can be proved also that A is alternative if and only if 
either &= W= @ (in which case A = C2 with the identity operator as 
involution), & = @ x @ and ( W, q !) equals the duplication of C (in which 
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case (A, t) equals M,(C) with the transposition as involution), or 
1 = M*(C) and ( W, 0 ) equals the involutive Hilbert module in 
Example 3.5(iii) with H= Cz (in which case (A, T) equals the algebra of 
octonions CD with non Cayley involution). 
DEFINITION 3.12. Let (E, T) be an associative algebra with involution, 
let W be a left &-module, and let h be a nondegenerate bilinear mapping 
from W x W into & satisfying 
(i) T(h(M?, , wz))=h(w,, IO,) 
(ii) h(e0 LI’~, w2)=eh(w,, IV,) 
for all )t’r and )I’~ in W and e in E. Then, in agreement with [ 1, p. 147, 
Example iii)] we say that W is an hermitian (E, r)-module (via h). 
As noted in the proof of Theorem 3.3, every involutive Hilbert module 
( W, 0 ) over an associative H*-algebra with zero annihilator and isometric 
involution (E, t) has an associated hermitian (E, t)-module by defining 
h(bv,, br2) := [u~J~,“] for all bijlr ~1~ in W. Observe that the structurable 
H*-algebra associated to ( W, 0 ) in Theorem 3.3 is, without reference to 
the H*-algebra structure, in agreement with the structurable algebra 
associated in [l] to the above hermitian (E, r)-module. 
Our concluding result in this section says, roughly speaking, that 
hermitian (E, r)-module plus Hilbert &-module equals involutive Hilbert 
(E, T)-module. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let E be an associative algebra with zero annihilator, let 
T be an involution on E, and let W be an hermitian (E, r)-module (via h). 
Assume that E can be structured as H*-algebra in such a way that T is 
isometric on E, that W can be structured as Hilbert module over the 
H*-algebra E in such a way that h is x(&)-valued and continuous when 
regarded as a mapping from W x W into (TC(&), T( .)), and that for any 
rc( &)-valued T( . )-continuous module homomorphism T : W + & there exists w 
in W with T(wI)=h(wI, WI) for ail MI, in W. Then W can be restructured as 
involutive Hilbert module over the H*-algebra with isometric involution (E, T) 
in such a way that the given hermitian (E, t)-module becomes the hermitian 
(E, T )-module associated to the above involutive Hilbert module. 
ProoJ We use a generalization of the main argument in the proof of 
Theorem 2.11, to which we refer as $. Let [ / ] be the s-va!ued inner 
product on W under which W is an Hilbert module over the H*-algebra 
E, in the given manner. From axiom 3.12(ii), the topological assumption on 
h, and the generalized Riesz-Frechet theorem [35, Theorem 31, there exist 
a continuous conjugate linear bijection g from W onto W such that 
h(w,. w*)= [w1/cT(w2)] (1) 
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for all R’, , \I’: in IV, Axiom 3.12(i) gives 
from which we have 
[ w,/o(e 0 w, )] 
=~([eo~,,/a(,v,)])=z(e[n,,i(~()(.~)] 
=T([11?,/~(1~l*)])T(e)= [w*/o(w,)] r(e)= [w,/T(e)*~rr(w,)], 
and since [ / ] is nondegenerate, we obtain, for all IV in W and e in E, 
a(e,? w) = s(e)* 0 (T(W). (3) 
If we write F: = a?, from the last equality and Proposition 1.7, we have 
that F belongs to BL,( W), the set of all continuous module- 
endomorphisms of W. If (/ ) denotes the canonical (@-valued) inner 
product on W, from (2) and axiom 3.1(v), we obtain 
(w/F(w)) = tr( [w/F(w)]) = tr( [~~/cr’(w)]) 
= tr(T( [a(W)/o(W)])) > 0, 
so F is a positive element in the C*-algebra BL( W) of all continuous 
linear operators on W. Since BL,(( W) is a C*-subalgebra of BL( W) 
[35, Theorem 51, it follows that FL’2 lies in BL,( W), where F1/? &notes 
the unique (automatically selfadjoint) positive square root of F in BL( W). 
Hence, if we define [ / 1’ on W by 
[w,/w2]’ := [FL!*(w,)/w2], (4) 
the axioms 3.1(i), (ii), (iii) are obviously verified by [ / I’. By [35, 
Theorem 41 we have 
[w,/w2]‘* = [F’~‘(w,)/w2]* = [w2/F1”*(w,)] = [F1~Z(w~2)/~v,] 
= [w,/w,]’ (axiom 3.l(iv) for [ / I’). 
Also, for any nonzero w in W 
[W/W]’ = [ F”*( w)/w] = [ FL’4( N~)/F”~( w)] = e*e, for suitable nonzero e 
in E (axiom 3.1(v) for [ / I’). Moreover, since F”’ is positive and invertible 
in BL( W), there exist positive numbers m and M such that 
ml <F”* < Ml, so if we denote ( / )’ := tr( [ / I’), we have for w in W 
(w/w)’ = (F”‘( w)/w), and so m( ru/w) < (w/w)’ < M(w/w), which proves that 
W is a Hilbert space under ( / )’ (axiom 3.l(vi) for [ / I’). Now ( W, [ / I’) 
is an Hilbert module over the H*-algebra E. 
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Define 0 on W by 0 : = F -‘/‘cr. As in $, F-l/’ and (T commute, hence q 
is an involutive mapping on W. Using (2) axiom 3.2(vii) follows by an 
argument analogous to the one in $ to prove there the isometry of 0. 
From (3) we obtain (eo w)” = t(e*)o WO (axiom 3.2(viii)). Therefore 
( W, [ / I’, 0 ) is an involutive Hilbert module over the H*-algebra with 
isometric involution (&, 5). 
Finally, as in $ from ( 1) and (4) we obtain 
h(w,, w2) = [w,/wyJ’ 
for all w,, tt12 in W, which proves that the given hermitian (E, t)-module W 
is the hermitian (E, r)-module associated to the involutive Hilbert module 
(WV C/l’, 0). 
4. FINITE DIMENSIONAL STRUCTLJRABLE ALGEBRAS 
B. N. Allison [ 11, R. D. Schafer [39], and 0. N. Smirnov [45] have 
obtained a detailed structure theory for semisimple finite-dimensional 
structurable algebras with unit. In this section we prove that every semi- 
simple finitedimensional structurable algebra always has a unit, and that 
such an algebra can be structured as a H*-algebra in such a way that the 
given involution is isometric. 
Following [38, p. 173, for an algebra A and a natural number n, we 
define inductively A’“’ by A(‘)= A and A(“+ I’= (A’“‘)‘, and we say that A 
is soluble if there is some n such that A’“‘=O. By [38, p. 18, Proposi- 
tion 2.31, every finite-dimensional algebra A has a largest soluble ideal 
Rad(A), called the radical of A. A is said to be semisimple if A # 0 and 
Rad(A) = 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every semisimple finite-dimensional structurable algebra 
has a unit. 
Proof. Let (A, T) be any semisimple finite-dimensional structurable 
algebra and consider the unitization A, of A with involution rr, the only 
involution on A, which extends T. Then A n Rad(A , ) is a soluble ideal of 
A so A n Rad(A,) = 0 because A is semisimple. If A, is not semisimple, 
since A has codimension one in A,, we have A, = A @ Rad( A, ), which 
implies that Rad(A,) has a unit which contradicts the solvability of 
Rad(A,). Now (A,, r, ) is a semisimple finite-dimensional structurable 
algebra with unit, so, by [39, Theorem 73, A, equals the direct sum of a 
finite family of r,-invariant r,-simple ideals (denote this family by 
{M 1, .*-, M, } ). Clearly every nonzero t ,-invariant ideal of A, is the sum of 
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a suitable subfamily of {M, , . . . . M, ), SO it has a unit. This can be applied 
in particular to A, thus concluding the proof. 
Since r-simple finite-dimensional algebras with involution T are semi- 
simple, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Every finite-dimensional r-simple structurabie algebra 
(A, 7) has a unit. 
To prove the possibility of endowing any semisimple finite-dimensional 
structurable algebra with an H*-algebra structure, we still need some 
auxiliary results. For the first one, we recall the concept of the dual module 
of a left module W over an associative algebra E. The dual module of W is 
defined as the right &-module W# with vector space the one of all module 
homomorphism from W to & and module operation defined, for F in W# 
and e in E, by (Fo e)(bi’) : = F(w) e, for all 1%’ in W. Also we recall that the 
algebraic dual W’ of the vector space of W has a natural structure of right 
&-module by defining the module operation, for q in w’ and e in E, as 
(q = e)(tv) : = q(e 0 W) for all w in W. For a semisimple finite-dimensional 
associative algebra &, define the trace t on & by the sum of the usual traces 
on its simple components. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let E be a semisimple finite-dimensional associative algebra, 
and let W be a unital left &-module. Then the mapping 
@:F-+tF (lrhere t denotes the trace on E) 
is an isomorphism from W” onto W’, both regarded as right E-modules. 
Proof Routine calculations show that @ is a module homomorphism. 
If F is in W# with Q(F) =O, then, for all e in & and w in W, we have 
r(eF(,v)) = t(F(e 0 w)) = @( F)(e 0 W) = 0, so, since the bilinear mapping 
(e, f) + t(ef) from & x & into @ is nondegenerate, we obtain F(W) = 0 for all 
w in W, F= Of and therefore @ is a one-to-one mapping. On the other 
hand, if we fix q in W’, from the nondegenerance of the above bilinear 
mapping and the finite-dimension of E, we obtain for each IV in W a fw in 
E such that 
q(eo w) = t(f,,e) for all e in E. (1) 
Now F : w + fw, is an element of W# and, by taking e = 1 in (1 ), we have 
q = tF, so @ is onto, and the proof is concluded. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let W be a finite-dimensional faithful unital left module over 
a semisimple associative algebra E. Then & can be structured as He-algebra 
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and, given any H*-algebra structure on E, W can be structured as Hilbert 
module over E. 
Proof Note that & is finite-dimensional because W is a tinite-dimen- 
sional faithful module. First assume & simple and W irreducible. Then by 
Wedderburn theorem & = M,(C) for suitable natural number n and, by 
[26, p. 47, Theorem 2 (2)], W= C”, the module operation being the usual 
matrix product when the elements of C” are regarded as column matrices. 
By identifying C” with the n-dimensional Hilbert space H and M,,(C) with 
XY( H), we can transfer to W the natural structure of Hilbert module over 
the H*-algebra %Y(H) of H. 
Now assume again & simple, but W without additional requirements 
other than the ones in the statement. Then by [26, p. 47, Theorem 2 (l)], 
W equals the finite direct sum of irreducible (automatically faithful unital) 
&-modules, so the procedure of the (finite) /‘-sum for Hilbert modules 
reduces the proof to the first case. 
Finally assume & and W without additional requirements. Then, easily, 
from [26, p. 47, Theorem 2(l)], it follows that, if E,, . . . . E, are the simple 
components of E, then W= W, x ... x W, (as “algebraic” mixed product), 
where, for i= 1, . . . . m, Wi is a faithful unital left module over the simple 
algebra Ei. Now the procedure of mixed product for Hilbert modules 
reduces the proof to the previous case. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let W be a finite-dimensional faithful unital hermitian 
(E, t)-module, where & is a semisimple associative algebra with involution T. 
Then (E, z) can be structured as H*-algebra with isometric involution in such 
a way that W becomes the hermitian (&, r)-module associated to a suitable 
involutive Hilbert module over the H*-algebra with isometric involution 
(6 T). 
Proof. Since E is semisimple and finite-dimensional, as above & can be 
structured as H*-algebra. The possibility of choice of one such structure on 
E making t isometric is an easy consequence of the fact that each simple 
component of E either is interchanged by T with another one or is 
r-invariant, in which case essentially T is either the transpose map or the 
symplectic involution on the given simple component (regarded as an 
algebra of matrices over @j [27, pp. 208-2091. Now, by Lemma 4.4, W can 
be structured as Hilbert module over the H*-algebra E. Let h denote the 
&-valued hermitian form on W under which W is an hermitian (E, T)- 
module and, for w in W, let MJ# denote the mapping from W into & detined 
by K’# (M’ I ) : = h( u’r, MT) for all IV, in W. Then, since h is nondegenerate, the 
mapping MY + tt’# is a one-to-one linear mapping from W into the dual 
module W* of W. Since W is tinite-dimensional, by Lemma 4.3, W# is 
also finite-dimensional, with the same dimension as W. Therefore the 
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mapping II’ + IIS * is onto, that is, for any Tin W# there exists )I’ in W such 
that r( nvL )= h(n*, ii,) for all W, in U’. Now we are in the conditions of 
Theorem 3.13, the application of which concludes our proof. 
THEOREM 4.6. Every semisimple finite-dimensionul structurahle algebra 
A can be structured as He-algebra in such a u’a]q that the inaolution of A 
becomes isometric. 
Proof Let T denote the involution of A. By Theorem 4.1 and [39, 
Theorem 71, we may assume that A is r-simple (with unit). Now, by 
[I, Theorem 25; 453, (A, T) is of one of the following six types: 
(i) A is associative r-simple, a case in which the statement in our 
theorem is already well known. 
(ii) A is a simple Jordan algebra and r equals the identity operator 
on A, a case in which the result follows from [49, Proposition 1.33. 
(iii) (A, T) equals the structurable algebra associated to a linite- 
dimensional unital hermitian (E, t)-module W, where (E, T) is a r-simple 
associative algebra (see [ 1, p. 147, Example (iii)]). If h denotes the E- 
valued hermitian form on W under which W is an hermitian (E, T)-module, 
then the linear hull of h( W, W) is a r-invariant ideal of E. Since h is non- 
degenerate and & is r-simple, we have that the unit 1 of & lies in this linear 
hull, so, for e in E, e 0 W = 0 o eh( W, W) = 0 (since h is nondegenerate) o
el = 0 9 e = 0, and so W is a faithful &-module. Now, by Proposition 4.5, 
(E, r) can be structured as H*-algebra with isometric involution and W is 
the hermitian (E, r )-module associated to some involutive Hilbert module 
(say ( W,, 0 )) over the H*- a ge 1 b ra with isometric involution (E, 5). Since 
W, and W agree as left &-modules, algebraically regarded, (A, T) is the 
structurable algebra constructed in Theorem 3.3 from the involutive Hilbert 
module ( W,, 0 ). In the same theorem (A, T) appears as an H*-algebra 
with isometric involution. 
(iv) A equals either 0, C’@ 0, M,(C) @ 0, or 0 @ 0, and T equals 
the tensor product of Cayley involutions. Since (0, T) can be structured as 
H*-algebra with isometric involution [33, Sect. 33 and the same is already 
well known for (C2, T) and (M,(C), t), a routine construction of the 
H*-algebra tensor product of two given finite-dimensional H*-algebras 
concludes the proof in this case. 
(v) There exist two finite-dimensional complex vector spaces X and 
Y, and an admissible triple (T, N, M) on (X, Y), such that (A, r) equals the 
structurable algebra constructed in Proposition 2.7 from the given 
admissible triple. The finite-dimensionality of X and Y implies that the 
given admissible triple is automatically hilbertizable, so the proof is 
concluded by applying Corollary 2.14. 
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(vi) A equals T(O), the 35-dimensional simple structurable algebra 
introduced by 0. N. Smirnov [45]. Next we recall the construction of this 
algebra and we prove that it has a natural H*-algebra structure for which 
its involution is a *-involution, thus concluding the proof of our theorem. 
If, as always in the paper, 0 denotes the algebra of complex octonions, 
let S denote the space of all trace zero elements of 0 and let H be the 
complex vector space of all symmetric 2-tensors for S, 
H=SOS/Lin{sOr-rOs:r,sES}. 
By abuse of notation, we will denote by s @ r the canonical image of s @ r 
in H. Let T= H @ S and define a product on T by 
xy=x~)‘+~[x,y], 
where 0 and [ , ] are respectively commutative and anticommutative 
products on T determined on components as follows: 
cs, f-1 = cs, rlo, the usual commutator product on 0 
[s@s,r]=2s@[s,r] 
IsOh rOrl =(.h r)Cs, rl, 
where for X, y in 0 (x, y) : = -2(xjj + yX), and the overbar denotes the 
canonical involution on 0. 
sor=s@r 
(s@s)ar=f(s,s)r+$s,r)s 
(s@s)o(r@r)=+[s,r]@[s,r]++(s,s)r@r++(r,r)s@s. 
With the above product and the involution r defined by r(h + s) = h - s for 
h in H and s in S, T becomes a simple structurable algebra which will be 
denoted by T(0). 
PROPOSITION 4.7. T(0) can be structured as an H*-algebra in such a 
way that its involution becomes a *-involution. 
ProoJ With suitable conjugate-linear involution * and the inner 
product defined by (x/y) : = - i(x, y*), 0 becomes an H*-algebra with 
)I 1 11 = 1 (see [33, Sect. 31). Thus S is an H*-algebra under the restrictions 
of the commutator product on 0 and of the above conjugate linear involu- 
tion and inner product. Note that, for r, s in S, (r, s) = 4(r/s*). Thanks to 
the universal property of the symmetric tensor product we can define a 
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conjugate-linear vector space automorphism of H and a sesquilinear form 
on H (denoted also by * and I / ) respectively). by means of their values 
on elementary tensors given by 
(SOS)* := s*os* and (s@s/r@r) := 2[(s/s*)(r*/r)+ (s/r)‘]. 
We claim that ( / ) is an inner product on H. To prove the “claim” 
consider, for each s in S, the linear operator F, on S given by 
F,(r) := (r/s*)s, 
and observe that, regarding each F, as a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on the 
Hilbert space of S, we have 
where ( / ), denotes the canonical Hilbert-Schmidt inner product. There- 
fore, for n in N and si, . . . . s, in S, we obtain 
(jj, ‘iQ’i/!, ,iBsi) 
= i (SiQSi/SjQSj, 
i.j = I 
= 2 i [(Si/S*)(S,*/Sj) + (Si/sj)2] 
i./=l 
= 2 f C(si/s?)(s,T/s~~) + (Fs,IFs,)ol 
i.j= 1 
Now clearly (h/h) 30 for every h in H and easily (perhaps use [28, 
Proposition 2.6.91) (h/h) = 0 implies h = 0, which concludes the proof of 
the “claim”. If we define * and ( / ) on T = H @I S by 
(h+s)* := h”+s* and (h, +s1lh2+s2) := W,lh,)+(s,/s,), 
all axioms of the H*-algebras with *-involution for (T(O), *, ( / )) are 
straightforward verifications except the fundamental one, namely (a/l/y) = 
(a/yp*)= (fi/a*y) for a, /I, y in T(0). To prove this, it is enough to verify 
the same axiom for the products 0 and [, ] and for a, fl, y in the 
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components. But clearly since (H/S) = 0 we have for r, S, t in S and 
h, k, 1 in H 
(Cs,rllh)=(s/Ch,r*l)=O 
(Ck kll4 = WCt k*l) = 0 
(sfir/t)=(s/t;r*)=O 
(hok/s)=(h/sck*)=O; 
(C.6 rllt) = WCC r*l) already well known; 
(Cs,rOrl/tOt)=(s/CtOt, (rOr)*l) 
verified by routine calculation using the previous equality; 
the equality (s 0 r/h) = (r/s* Q h), now obvious by the definition of 0 on S 
and of the inner product on H, has inspired our particular definition of this 
inner product; finally, using [ 13, Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 ] we have 
[r, [r, s]] =4(r/r*)s- (s/r*) r, a fact that allows us to derive 
the last desired equality. 
Remark 4.8 Proposition 4.5, together with Theorem 3.10, gives a com- 
plete structure theory for finite-dimensional unital hermitian modules over 
a r-simple associative algebra with involution (E, r) (as noted in the proof 
of Theorem 4.6, such a module is a faithful module). The reader can find 
a purely algebraic formulation of this structure theory without involving 
Hilbert spaces and Hilbert modules. As a consequence, in our particular 
case in which the base field is always assumed to be C, all the types, in the 
above used Allison’s theorem on classification of finite-dimensional 
r-simple structurable algebras, are precisely described (recall that, in 
general, the finite-dimensional admissible triples are well known [ 1,481). It 
would be desirable to have a similar situation in the case of arbitrary fields 
of characteristic zero. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Except Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.7, which will be needed here, the 
preceding section has been only an interesting digression. Now is the time 
to retake the fundamental ine of the paper. In the first section we have 
reduced the study of the structurable H*-algebras with zero annihilator 
(A, r) to the case of A being topologically simple and T being a *-involution 
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on A. In Sections 2 and 3 two precise procedures of construction of such 
structurable H*-algebras are given. The H*-algebras arising from these 
constructions, together with the obvious examples cited at the conclusion 
of Section 1 and Smirnov’s H*-algebra T(0) constructed in Section 4, 
are the only possible structurable H*-algebras with the above mentioned 
properties. But this assertion must be proved, and it is to this end that this 
concluding section of the paper is devoted. Thus we state and prove our 
main result. 
THEOREM 5.1. The only topologically simple structurable H*-algebras 
whose involution is a *-involution are the following: 
(i) Topologically simple associative He-algebras with any *-involu- 
tion. 
(ii) Topologically simple Jordan He-algebras with the identit-y 
operator as involution. 
(iii) H*-algebras constructed, via Theorem 3.3, from an involutive 
Hilbert module over a topologically r-simple associative H*-algebra with 
isometric involution z (dimension of the associative He-algebra # 1). 
(iv) The algebras 0, M,(C) Q 0 and 0 @ 0 with natural H*-algebra 
structure and involution the tensor product of Caylley involutions. 
(v) H*-algebras constructed, via Theorem 2.2, from a Springer 
H *-algebra. 
(vi) The H*-algebra T(0) (see Proposition 4.7). 
The proof of this theorem is quite long. We follow essentially the lines 
of the proof of the analogous theorem by B. N. Allison on the classification 
of finite-dimensional simple structurable algebras [ 1, Theorem 251. To 
avoid unnecessary repetition, we will refer to Allison’s proof for those 
points which (sometimes with minor topological variants) either are clearly 
valid without assumptions of finite-dimension and of existence of a unit, or 
can be applied once this assumption have been settled. In this respect, also 
we recall that every topologically simple structurable H*-algebra has a 
nondegenerate continuous invariant form which is very precisely related to 
the inner product (Proposition 1.9). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let (A, t) be a structurable H*-algebra with A 
topologically simple and r *-involution on A. 
Case 1. Assume T = 1. 
Then A is commutative and, by Axiom l.l(iii), A is a Jordan algebra, so 
we are in case (ii) in the statement of the theorem. 
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Case 2. Assume r # 1. 
Then S (the set of r-skew-hermitian elements of A) is not zero and 
clearly S* = S, so, denoting by & the closed subalgebra of A generated by 
S, we have 
(1) & is a r-invariant H*-subalgebra of A. 
If H denotes the set of r-hermitian elements of A, using that T is isometric 
(Proposition 1.7), we obtain 
(2) H=S’ 
(where I denotes as always in the paper the orthogonal with respect o the 
inner product, which for S, as for any *- and t-invariant subset of A, agrees 
with the orthogonal with respect to the invariant form). Since, for s in S, 
sz lies in H, by (2) and [1, Lemma 141, we have 
(3) & = SO Lin {s* : s E S} (where the overbar denotes topological 
closure). 
From (3) as in [ 1, Lemma 241 we obtain 
(4) If e is in & and [e, S] = 0, then e belongs to the center of E. 
Now we argue again by cases. 
Case 2.1. Assume & = A. 
By [1, Proposition 181, S is a Malcev algebra under the product 
[s, t] : = it - CS. If, for s in S, the equality [s, S] = 0 is satisfied, then s 
belongs to the center of & (= A) equals Cl or zero depending on whether 
or not & has a unit [20, Theorem 1.21. In any case we have s=O 
(s E Cl as E H n S = 0), so the Malcev algebra (S, [ , ] ) has zero 
annihilator. Now, under the restrictions of the H*-algebra involution and 
the inner product of A, we have 
(5) (S, [ , 1) is a Malcev H*-algebra with zero annihilator. 
Case 2.1.1. Assume the Malcev H*-algebra (S, [ , 1) to be topologi- 
tally simple. 
If (S, [ , 1) is a Lie algebra, then as asserted in [ 1, p. 1561 one obtains 
easily that A is associative (use (3) and [1, identities (44), (66), and (55)]), 
so we are in case (i) in the statement of the theorem. Otherwise, by [13, 
Theorem 23 (see also [18, Corollary 3]), S is finite-dimensional, so by (3) 
& (= A) is also linite-dimensional with unit (Theorem 4.1), and so the 
argument in [1, p. 1561 with the later correction in [45] shows that, either 
A = 0 and T is equal to the Cayley involution on 0, or (A, T) equals T(O). 
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By Proposition 1.8, we are either in the first possibility in case (iv) or in 
case (vi) of the statement. 
Case 2.1.2. Recalling (5), assume the Malcev H*-algebra (S, [ , 1) is 
not topologically simple. 
By [21, Proposition 2(ii)], S equals the orthogonal sum S, 0 Sz of two 
proper nonzero closed (automatically *-invariant [2 1, Proposition 2(v)] ) 
ideals of (S, [ , I). For i = 1,2 define Hi : = Lin{s2 : s E S, } and Ci : = 
Si@ Hi. As in [l, pp. 154-1551, C, and C, are (r-invariant H*-) sub- 
algebras of A, and the inclusions S, Hz c S, and [S,, S, Hz] c St are true, 
so S, Hz is an ideal of the Malcev algebra S,. But, if t is any element in 
the orthogonal complement of S, . H, relative to S,, for all s in S, we have 
clearly (t .?/t) = 0, which implies [t, s] = 0 (since S, is *-invariant we have 
S, = V@ iv, where V denotes the real space of all *-invariant elements in 
S,, so we may assume additionally s = s* and then, by an easy manipula- 
tion of Axiom 1.1(i), we obtain O=(t.s’/t)=((t.s).s+$[s, [s, t]]/t)= 
(t.s/t.s)+ a([~, t]/[s, t])= )It.sl12+ iII[t, s]ll’), so t=O because S,, as 
any direct summand of the Malcev algebra (S, [ , 1) with zero annihilator 
(recall (5)), has also zero annihilator. Therefore S, = S, . H,, which 
improves [ 1, Equality (70)] and, as there, implies that S, Hz and S, H, are 
nonzero. If the equality S, = S, H, is true, then as in [ 1] we have 
[S, H,] =O, so H, is contained in the center of A (recall (4)), and since 
H, # 0, by [20, Theorem 1.21, A must have a unit 1 and the equality 
H, = Cl holds. But by [21, Theorem 11, we may chose S, such that S, is 
a topologically simple Malcev H*-algebra, obtaining in this case that 
S, = S, H, because S, H, is a nonzero closed ideal of S,. Now we have 
proved that A has a unit and that H, = Cl. These facts allow us to follow 
without changes the argument in [l] showing that C, and C2 are composi- 
tion algebras. By the Hurwitz extended theorem [38, Theorem 3.251 C, 
and CZ are finite-dimensional, so by (3) A is also finite-dimensional (with 
unit), and so we are covered by the rest of the argument in [ 1, p. 1551 
which gives that A is as in cases (i) or (iv) of the statement. 
Now the proof for Case 2.1 is finished. 
Case 2.2. Assume & #A. 
Denoting by W the orthogonal of & with respect to the inner product 
(note that W equals also the orthogonal of & with respect o the invariant 
form), we have 
(6) A = & @ W, as orthogonal sum 
(here the orthogonal projection theorem for Hilbert spaces is a blessing; 
compare with [ 1, Proof of Lemma 223). As in [ 1, Lemma 211, using that 
[ 1, p. 144, Remark (ii)] does not need finite-dimension and (3), we have 
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(7) W c H, E W c W, WE c W, and for every e, f in E, w in W and 
x in A, the following equalities are true: 
ew = m(e), e( fiv) = (fe) II!, and f(w)= w[r(f)x]. 
A part of the proof of [ 1, Lemma 231 shows: 
(8) If M’ is in W with &w=O, then w=O. 
The H*-algebra & (recall (1)) has nonzero product (otherwise, using (7), 
for e in & and w in W we have (1 eM’ II2 = (eiv/eru) = (e/(eul) w*) = 
(e/(wt(e)) w*) = (e/(wa*) e) = (ee*/\crv*) = 0, so & W=O, and so, by (8), 
W= 0, a contradiction). If E, is a T-invariant closed ideal of E, then from 
(7) we obtain that &,@ E, W is an ideal of A, so &,@m is a closed ideal 
of the topologically simple H*-algebra A, and so either E, =0 or E, = & 
(use (6)). Therefore we have proved: 
(9) (E, T) is a topologically r-simple H*-algebra. 
The set B:= {eE&:eW=O} is a closed ideal of & (apply (7)). Since B is 
*-invariant [21, Proposition 2(v)] and clearly W is also *-invariant, a new 
application of (7) gives that B is r-invariant. By (9), either B = 0 or B = & 
(the last possibility being contradictory by (8)). Therefore we have 
(10) If e is in & with eW=O, then e=O. 
This last assertion, together with (7) gives as in [l, pp. 1.51-1521 that 
actually 
(11) (E, t) is a topologically r-simple associative H*-algebra. 
From (7), (lo), and (11) it is almost obvious that W can be regarded 
canonically as a faithful1 left module over the associative algebra E, by 
defining the module action by e 3 w : = r(e) M’ for e in & and w in W. 
Moreover, for e in & and )I’, , W~ in W, we have clearly (e o w,/w~) = 
(Mlh* 2~~) and, by (lo), e; W=O*e=O, so by a theorem by 
G. R. Giellis [23] there is an &-valued inner product [ ./.I on W such that 
( W, [ / 1) is an Hilbert module over the associative H*-algebra & (recall 
that in our definition of Hilbert module the module is assumed to be 
always a faithful module, a requirement which has been proved above) and 
the given C-valued inner product on W (written ( / ) as above) is related 
to [ / ] by (w,/w~)= tr([w,/U,,]), that is, the canonical Hilbert space 
structure of the Hilbert module ( W, [ / I), via Axiom 3.l(vi), agrees with 
the given one. Moreover in [23] the &-valued inner product is described 
explicitly as follows: if for ~1~ in W we consider the continuous linear 
mapping F,., from & to W defined by F,,.,(e) : = e : IVY, and if F& : W + & 
denotes the adjoint mapping of F,,.2, then- 
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Now, using that r is isometric and that B’c H (recall (7)), we have 
= (e/r( It‘, w: ) ) = (elr( it,* ) t( tt’, )) = (e;w2* \I’, ) = (eiI7, ( MI,* tt’, )). 
where Z7, denotes the orthogonal projection from A onto 1. Therefore F;,., 
equals the mapping rt’, + 17, (n,,* w,),so [12,,/lt’?]=(F,.!(~~,))= f7,(rv,*w,): 
Since clearly r and I7, commute on A, denoting by 0 the mapping \v+ )I!* 
from W to W, 0 is a conjugate linear involutive mapping on W which, 
from the above equality, satisfies T( [\r,/\~~]) = [\~k/n~F]. Moreover from 
(7) it follows that (e: IV)” = r(e*) I ttlU. Thus we have proved 
(12) W has a canonical structure of involutive Hilbert module over 
the topologically r-simple associative H*-algebra with isometric involution 
(6 Ti. 
Now, using (6), we can define bilinear mappings h : Wx W-r & and 
k: Wx W-+ Wsuch that H’~IU, =h(w,, ~t~,)+k(w,, w2) for all u’,, M’~ in W. 
We have seen that, in terms of the canonical structure of involutive Hilbert 
(E, r )-module of W. the equality 
(13) NM’,, v~) = [~!,/Lc,‘] is true for all )I’,, \vz in W. 
We argue according to the behaviour of the mapping k. 
Case 2.2.1. Assume k = 0. 
In this case, using the concrete construction of the involutive Hilbert 
module W given in (12), it is routine to verify that (A, r) is totally 
isomorphic to the structurable H*-algebra constructed from the above 
involutive Hilbert module via Theorem 3.3. As noted in the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, if & = @, then A = J( W. 0 ) is a Jordan H*-algebra and we 
are in case (ii) of the statement. Otherwise we are clearly in case (iii) of the 
statement. 
Case 2.2.2. Assume k # 0. 
Since by (12), W is an Hilbert module, from (13) and Axiom 3.1(v) it 
follows that h is nondegenerate, so 
Eo:= h(W,k(W, W))#O 
because k # 0 by assumption. As in [ 1, p. 1521, E, is an ideal of & with 
[I&, E,] = 0, which implies that & is a commutative algebra because (E, T) 
is topologically z-simple (9) and E, # 0 (if E, denotes the largest ideal of E 
such that [E, El ] = 0, then E, is a closed r-invariant ideal of E; since E, # 0, 
it follows & = El ). & cannot be topologically simple (otherwise since by (1 1 ), 
& is also associative, we have & = @, so r = 1 on E, and so also T = 1 on A 
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because by (7) WC Hand by (6) A = & 0 W but r = 1 on A contradicts the 
general assumption in Case (2). Now, being (E, r) a topologically r-simple 
not topologically simple associative and commutative H*-algebra with 
isometric involution, it follows from Theorem 1.5 that & = C x @ with 
natural H*-algebra structure and that T on & becomes the interchange 
involution. 
Since & has a unit 1, it follows from (8) that W, regarded as left &-module 
(12),isunitalso,for~lin Wlr=r(l)~‘=l~~~=~,andsoby(6)1isalso 
a unit for A. Now as in [l, pp. 152-1531 takings,:= (1, -l)~@xC=&, 
we have W=X@Y, where X:= {MOE W:s,,tc=w} and Y:= {WE W: 
s,,u’=-IO}. By defining T:XxY+C, N:XxXxX+C and 
M:YxYxY+@by 
2 
T(x,?‘b=(l, 1> C-&Y) (XEX,YE Y) 
, ~~2~3 > (XI, x2> -x3 E w 
M(I’,,p2,y3) := (1’,,y2~)‘3~ y, 
(where ( , ) denotes the invariant form on A given by Proposition 1.9), we 
have that (r, N, M) is an admissible triple on (X, Y) [l, pp. 153-1541. 
Clearly X and Y are closed subspaces of A, so they are hilbertizable com- 
plex spaces and obviously T, N, and M are continuous for the natural 
topologies. Using (7) and the facts that so* = s0 and r(s,,) = --so, we obtain 
easily that X= Y*. Therefore if f is any continuous linear form on X, by 
the Riesz-Frechet representation theorem for the Hilbert space X, there is 
y1 in Y such thatf(z) = (z/y:) for all z in X. But, using the relation of ( , ) 
with ( / ) given by Proposition 1.9 and the fact that t = 1 on W, we have 
f(z) = T(z, y) for all z in X and suitable y in Y. An analogous argument for 
Y shows that the admissible triple (r, N, M) is actually hilbertizable 
(Definition 2.12). On the other hand as in [ 1, p. 1541, without reference to 
the H*-algebra structure, (A, T) is isomorphic as algebra with involution to 
the structurable algebra constructed in Proposition 2.7 from the admissible 
triple (T, N, M) on (X, Y). Since the admissible triple is hilbertizable, by 
Corollary 2.14 (A, t) is also isomorphic, as algebra with involution, to the 
structurable H*-algebra associated by Theorem 2.2 to some Springer 
H*-algebra. Since both structurable algebras are topologically simple 
H*-algebras with *-involution, by Proposition 1.8, we are in the case (v) of 
the statement of the theorem. 
Now the main theorem has been proved. 
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Concluding Remarks 5.2. (i) As already must be well known for the 
reader, topologically simple associative H*-algebras with *-involution 
(A, T) are of the form .4 = #.Y( H) for suitable complex Hilbert space H, 
and r(e) = Je*J- ’ for all e in X’Y( H) and suitable conjugation or anticon- 
jugation J on H (perhaps see the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.10). 
(ii) Topologically simple Jordan H*-algebras were determined in 
[21, Theorem 41. Using the terminology of [SO] for the “special” case, 
they are C, J(H, 0 ) the quadratic Jordan H*-algebra constructed from an 
involutive Hilbert space (H, 0 ) (dim(H) Z 2), X, (0) the H*-algebra of all 
hermitian 3 x 3 matrices over the H*-algebra 0 of complex octonions, 
29’(H) regarded as Jordan H*-algebra and the Jordan H*-algebras of 
the form {e E PoY( H) : e*J= Je} for suitable conjugation or anticonjuga- 
tion on H (in the two last cases H is an arbitrary complex Hilbert space 
with dim(H) 2 3). 
(iii) Structurable H*-algebras appeared in case (iii) of the main 
theorem are determined by Theorems 3.3 and 3.10. 
(iv) All topologically simple alternative nonassociative H*-algebras 
with any *-involution must appear in our theorem. In fact, the theorem 
shows that there exist only two such algebras with involution. Indeed, none 
of them can appear in paragraphs (i), (ii), and (v) of the theorem (all the 
algebras in (v) are not power-associative) so, by the theorem and 
Remark 3.11, the only algebras as above are the H*-algebra 0 with Cayley 
involution and the H*-algebra 0 with suitable non Cayley *-involution. 
(v) Structurable H*-algebras appeared in case (v) of the theorem are 
determined by Theorems 2.2 and 2.8. 
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